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This section reviews the existing information on the ground conditions, and 
makes recommendations for any further ground investigations that may be 
required.

Review of existing site information4.5.1
The following information was reviewed as part of the Stage C process;

Desk Study
A desk study report has been prepared by others, (Helensburgh Pier Head 
Desk Study, URS, July 2008). This contains historic maps of the site, historic 
photos and flooding records, and a review of the site geology and hydrogeology 
based on published information.

The desk study shows an historic aerial photo of the pier prior to car park 
construction, which indicates a ridge of rock strata visible at beach level. It 
also indicates that the existing car park level has been raised using reclaimed 
materials of unknown origin, placed over the beach deposits and bedrock. 

The report recommends that a ground investigation is undertaken to investigate 
the engineering properties of the made and natural ground conditions, and to 
identify the extent of any potential contamination issues associated with the 
made ground.

Borehole logs
The British Geological Survey has records of four exploratory holes which 
consists of two boreholes and two trial pits in the vicinity of the site. The trial 
pits are located on the site of the existing pool, therefore are not considered 
relevant to this development. Two boreholes were undertaken in 2002 to 
depths of between 7 and 9m below existing ground level (BEGL) in the car 
park in the vicinity of the proposed building. Due to their relevance to the 
proposed development the borehole records have been retrieved to aid the 
development of a ground model for the site.

Ground Engineering4.1

Preliminary Ground Investigation4.5.2
A preliminary ground investigation with a limited scope was undertaken in 
July 2010 for the proposed development. The scope of works comprised five 
trial pits excavated to depths of between 1.9 and 3.2m, BEGL Samples were 
taken for chemical and geotechnical testing. The trial pits could be not be 
progressed below this depth due to collapse of sidewalls related to the loose 
granular made ground and groundwater.

The trial pit logs are recorded in the Glover Site Investigations Ltd Trial Pit
Logs, 10-320, July 2010. The test results are contained in the report by
ALcontrol Laboratories, 97214, October 2010.

Ground Conditions4.5.3
Based on the information provided in the BGS borehole logs and the trial pit 
logs from the recent ground investigation a ground model has been developed 
for the site as noted to the left.

Depth
BEGL (m)

Approximate
level (m 

Ordnance
Datum)*

Description Notes

0.04 - 0.15 3.1 to 3.0 Tarmac

0.04 - 5.7 3.0 to -2.3 Made Ground – silts, 
sands, gravels, 
cobbles and large 
boulders, including 
timber & brick 
fragments and lumps 
of concrete.

Water encountered at 
0-1m OD, observed to 
be varying with tide.
Hydrocarbon odour in 
one trial pit.

2.7-9 Below
0.3 -2.3

Sandstone & 
Sandstone
Conglomerate,
described as 
moderately strong to 
strong.

Thickness of strata 
not proven. Possible 
bedrock encountered 
in one trial pit at 0.3m 
may correspond to 
the rock ridge that 
traversed the site, or a 
large boulder 

1:

Facing Page:
Approximate locations of 2002 BGS borehole 
records and 2010 trial pits
Ground Model for Site
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Sulphate testing indicates that the concrete chemical class is AC-2, and the 
groundwater is likely to contain chlorides from seawater, which should be 
taken into account in the design of underground concrete and services.

Results of chemical analysis of samples of the made and natural ground are 
summarised in the memorandum contained in Appendix 17. If contaminative 
materials are identified by a detailed ground investigation or during 
construction they will be required to be remediated or removed from site prior 
to development.

The waste acceptance criteria (WAC) test result review in Appendix B 
recommends that for cost plan purposes a split of 70/20/10 between inert/
non-hazardous/hazardous waste is adopted. Depending on the results of the 
risk assessments undertaken following a detailed ground investigation, it is 
likely that most of the excavated material can be used as fill on the site under 
suitable cover layers, so that only the excavations classified as hazardous 
would need to be disposed of off site.

No gas or groundwater monitoring wells have been installed on site therefore 
the gas characteristics for the site has not been evaluated. Due to the presence 
of timber and organic material encountered within the made ground it is 
considered prudent to make an allowance for some gas protection measure, 
this should be confirmed by an additional ground investigation.

Groundwater is considered to be tidal in the area, it is considered that this 
would effect both groundwater levels and gas generation on the site, it is 
recommended that further investigation is undertaken.

Conclusions and Recommendations4.5.4
The borehole and trial pit logs indicate the ground conditions beneath the site 
comprises granular made ground overlying conglomerate bedrock. 

The made ground material observed in the trial pits during the recent 
investigation was variable, containing timber and other organic materials, 
brick and concrete, and a hydrocarbon odour was noted.

The conglomerate bedrock was encountered in the boreholes at a depth of 
approximately 5.4 to 9m BEGL, (below -2.3m OD). Possible conglomerate 
bedrock was encountered during the recent investigation at 2.7m BEGL, (0.3m 
OD), and maybe associated with a locally high ridge of bedrock that traverses 
the site as indicated on the historical aerial photographs and historical plans 
contained in the desk study, however this was not proven and may be a large 
boulder contained within the made ground. Until further ground investigation 
is undertaken to prove this feature it is considered prudent to identify rock 
head as -2.3m OD, as identified by the 2002 borehole logs. 

Rockhead at the higher level of 0.3m OD should not impact on excavation 
costs, since excavations for the proposed basement will only extend to a 
depth of circa 0.5m OD.

During the recent ground investigation a hydrocarbon odour was noted in one 
trial pit. This may indicate possible contaminated material contained within the 
made ground. Samples taken from this pit did not identify the source of the 
odour, which should be investigated in a more detailed ground investigation.

1: Preliminary Ground Model
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Ground Investigation Recommendations4.5.5
Due to budget and programme constraints the July 2010 ground investigation 
did not feature deep boreholes, installations for groundwater and ground gas 
monitoring, or sufficient geotechnical or chemical analysis for the proposed 
development. It is recommended that a more detailed ground investigation is 
undertaken prior to commencement of Stage D designs, to allow the following 
to be completed:

Assess the nature and extent of the superficial and bedrock deposits on • 
the site
Understand the groundwater and ground gas regimes and their seasonal • 
and metrological variations, to inform the design of the building’s 
underground waterproofing and gas protection systems.
Undertake a contaminated land risk assessment, to advise on the • 
impact of ground contaminants on key receptors, identify any protection 
measures required, and satisfy Planning Authority requirements.

This investigation would comprise:
5 No cable percussion boreholes through the superficial materials • 
approximate depth between 5 and 8m BEGL
5 No Rotary coring follow on boreholes to an anticipate depth of 15m • 
below rock head to assess the strength and condition of the bedrock for 
pile design.
5 No gas and groundwater monitoring standpipes to be installed at • 
varying depths within the superficial and bedrock deposits.
6 No site visits to undertake gas and groundwater monitoring in the • 
monitoring boreholes, at least one reading is to be undertaken when 
atmospheric pressure is falling beneath 1000mb.
24 hour monitoring of groundwater to assess tidal impacts.• 
3 additional trial pits to a maximum depth of 4.5m BEGL or refusal, • 
whichever is sooner.
In-situ SPT testing and sampling within the boreholes and trial pits.• 
Geotechnical laboratory analysis to allow and assessment of • 
classification, strength, compaction and CBR for pavement design and 
concrete chemical classification of the superficial and bedrock deposits.
Chemical analysis to allow the assessment of the contamination status of • 
the site
1 No soakaway test to assess the permeability of the made ground • 
deposits.

1: Ground Investigation
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Civil Engineering4.2

Drainage4.2.1
Existing Drainage
The existing swimming pool discharges its combined foul/ surface water 
discharge to the adjacent Scottish Water foul drainage holding tank located 
in the park area adjacent to West Clyde Street. A plan of the existing public 
sewerage system has been obtained from Scottish Water. Further investigation 
may be required to confirm the full details of the sewer connection. 

The existing car parks are drained by a traditional gulley/pipe system to one or 
more small diameter outfall to the east of the site into tidal waters. No existing 
records have been obtained, however site observations show evidence of 
at least one outfall location. The storm flows do not appear to be treated or 
attenuated prior to discharge, which is not unusual for the age of the system. 
There is no evidence of outfalls passing through the Pier structure. 

Proposed Storm Water Drainage
The Scottish Environmental Protection Agency (SEPA) has confirmed that the 
Firth of Clyde at Helensburgh is considered Controlled Waters and as such 
the surface water from the car park will require treatment before discharge to 
the Firth. 

The car park may be constructed as a permeable surface with a layer of filter 
material included in the construction makeup to provide the water treatment 
required by the SEPA. Ground conditions exhibit a granular fill material that 
is very permeable and responsive to tidal movement, and this suggests 
that infiltration systems will be possible as well porous paving to provide an 
additional level of treatment, provided there is adequate separation between 
the groundwater and the base of the system.

Surface Water from the roof of the building may be collected into roof outlets, 
gutters and gullies and then into downpipes either on the perimeter of the 
building or within ducts in the building and can be discharged directly to the 
Firth.

Storm Water Drainage to be designed in compliance with Sewers for 
Scotland’s design parameters, Building Drainage to BS EN 752:1997 and BS 
EN 12056.

The potential use of a rainwater harvesting tank below ground will be 
investigated for use in flushing toilets, pool filter backwashing etc. with the 
overflow from the tank discharging to the surface water drainage system. 

Areas of soft landscaping are likely to be limited in extent, and no direct 
drainage is expected to be required to these areas.

At least one new outfall has been allowed for to accommodate the Swimming 
Pool surface water outfall to the Firth of Clyde, since the existing outfall does 
not appear to have sufficient diameter. This will allow a reduction in flows to 
the Scottish Water system as currently roof flows appear to discharge to this 
system. This will have benefits in releasing capacity in the Scottish Water 
system.

It is further recommended that any new outfall is sized to allow future 
connection for any further development on the remaining site, with appropriate 
arrangements for access and wayleaves. Allowance has been made for a new 
concrete headwall with flap valve in the cost plan. Alternatively two outfalls 
could be constructed to avoid conflicts of ownership, access, and phasing. 

Proposed Foul Water Drainage 
Foul Water Drainage is to be designed in compliance with Scottish Water 
“Sewers for Scotland” design parameters, Building Drainage to British 
Standards EN 752:1997 and EN 12056. 

It is proposed to reuse the existing combined manhole and connection to the 
public sewerage system to discharge the foul drainage and the pool backwash. 
As the new pool is to be constructed over one metre higher than the current 
building, it is expected that the foul system will be able to drain by gravity 
rather than require a pumping system.

 Anticipated flows from the new pool should be lower than the present flows as 
both soil and pool backwash discharges should be similar (between existing 
and new pool arrangements) but any surface water flows will be reduced. 

It is however recommended that a manhole survey is carried out at detailed 
design stage to trace and confirm the final connection point from the pool to 
the Scottish water system, in order to ensure services to the existing swimming 
pool buildings are not disrupted during the execution of the new works. 

Pool Drainage
Cleaning of the pool filters produces a substantial release of water, and this is 
currently attenuated using a holding tank to limit impact on the sewer network. 
It is assumed that this arrangement will be maintained for the purposes of this 
exercise. The water may need to be treated before discharging into the foul 
sewer system, subject to Scottish water consultation. An alternative approach 
is to treat the backwash by aeration until acceptable chemical properties are 
achieved to allow discharge to the Clyde. This would require consent from 
SEPA under the Controlled Activities regulations, and this would also attract 
duties for regular monitoring of the discharge. This would have a further benefit 
of reducing impact on the Scottish Water network, and it is recommended 
that this is explored further at detailed design stage with SEPA and Scottish 
Water. 

Discussions with Scottish Water in order to clarify and agree the permissible 
foul flow rates from the development, and this may require a formal Drainage 
Impact Assessment to be commissioned. .

The pool backwash will be pumped to a holding tank, to be located below 
ground, and from there discharge via a control device to the foul system at a 
rate agreed with Scottish Water. Refer to adjacent figure for a summary of the 
drainage principles.

:
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Car Park and Access Roads4.2.2
Within the footprint of the new Swimming Pool development the existing car 
park surfacing and construction will be removed. The new plaza areas to 
the south, west and north of the pool building will be uplifted to an assumed 
level of 5.1m AOD using imported engineering infill material. The area of 
the emergency fire access is to be constructed to a standard suitable for 
occasional heavy vehicular use.

It is assumed that the car park area will be reconstructed generally at the 
existing ground level of 3.2m AOD with the ramped section to the north of the 
pool building uplifted using imported engineering infill material. Allowance is 
made for a temporary 1 in 3 embankment to connect the newly elevated areas 
with the existing ground levels. These will no longer be required once the new 
development area to the north is elevated. 

If the project is progressed as a stand alone development the car park access 
road from Sinclair Street will need to be reconstructed from the end of the 
currently adopted road to the car park entrance in asphalt road construction 
to an adoptable standard, with a 2 metre wide footway on its eastern side to 
connect the public footway with the swimming pool car park.

It is assumed that minor amendments may be necessary to the exiting 
signalised junction with Sinclair St/West Clyde St, taking the form of amended 
timings only, ie no civil engineering or lining works assumed. 

Access roads and car parks are to be designed in compliance with the 
requirements of ABC Standards for Development Roads. Earthworks and 
road construction is to conform to the requirements of The Specification for 
Highway Works. California Bearing Ratio testing will be required to allow the 
determination of suitable access road and car park construction depths. 

Flood Risk4.2.3
Preliminary Assessment
The site has been subject to coastal inundation in the past, primarily as a 
combination of high winds and tides. A formal Flood Risk Assessment in 
accordance with Scottish Planning Policy 7 (SPP7) will be required at Planning 
stage as the site currently lies in the Flood Zone .. according to SEPA indicative 
flood mapping. 

In order to allow for preliminary design and cost consideration an initial 
assessment of the likely flood defence level has been carried out. There is not 
considered to be a risk from watercourses (fluvial flooding) and so only tidal 
and coastal effects are considered. The governing factors consist of 

High tides, which are governed by the lunar cycle and are relatively • 
predictable;
Surges, which are governed by atmospheric pressure and can vary in • 
intensity;
Sea level changes, which are governed by climate change and also land • 
movements as a legacy of the last Ice Age, which accumulate over the 
lifetime of the development; and
Wave effects, which are governed by wind speeds, the distance over • 
which the wave develops, and the bed profile on the approach to the site. 
The design benchmark given in SPP7 is the 1 in 200 year return period • 
event. This is better expressed as having an annual probability of 0.5% of 
being exceeded. 
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Coastal Protection4.2.4
Existing Defences
The overall site currently has three coastal protection regimes;

The existing pier to the west, at a level of 3.8m AOD• 
Large unbound rock armouring to the south• 
Reno mattressing to the west• 

The Reno mattressing has failed in several areas, with loss of infill material 
and, to the north west, failure of the underlying soils leading to sliding failure of 
the whole structure. The pier and rock armour show no signs of distress. 

Proposed Defences
It is recommended that the failed sections on the east side are replaced with 
a suitable system of defence. This should take place prior to development if 
not sooner. This could take the form of a formal concrete reflector wall, or rock 
armouring similar to the south face. For this study allowance has been made 
for use of rock armouring from a local source. It is assumed that the 6G material 
in the existing Reno mattresses shall be reused as a drainage layer below the 
rock armour. A detailed wave study shall be required to confirm a design and 
construction in compliance with BS 6341:1991, Maritime Structures.

The rock revetments to the south of the site will remain and be supplemented 
where the yacht launching ramp is being removed. No amendments to the 
pier structure are proposed. 

The URS Pier head desk Study report quotes a 1:200 year event level of 4.6m 
AOD, which includes surge and climate change but excludes wave action. The 
site lies between the Millport gauge operated by the Proudman Laboratory, 
and the Broomielaw Gauge operated by Clydeport, and so a future flood risk 
assessment should be able to assess this level in more detail. Surges have 
been measured at the Millport gauge since 1990, as well as extreme levels, 
and a brief comparison of these suggests 600mm is a reasonable allowance 
for a coincident surge with high tide, although more extreme surges have 
been measured at 1.7m. 

Flood events have ben recorded in 1961, 2002 and 2004, and as the graphs 
adjacent indicate these are not purely caused by high tides but are strongly 
influenced by wave action. Preliminary estimates suggest that for southerly 
winds reaching across from Greenock a wave height of 1.1m is reasonable for 
an extreme wind event, however this is without access to bed data. For this 
exercise, however, a wave height of 0.5m coincident with the extreme surge 
noted above is assumed. This gives an estimated flood defence level of 5.1m 
AOD.

Proposed Strategy
SPP7 and Planning Advice Note (PAN69) are clear that in order to provide a 
sustainable level of flood defence, it is not suitable to rely upon hard defences 
for new developments, especially ones that may be occupied by vulnerable 
users. It is therefore assumed that land raising will be required to protect new 
properties and that an escape route shall need to be maintained to allow for 
evacuation in an extreme event. It is further assumed that car parking is not 
considered vulnerable, and would be permitted to flood. Note that this site 
is subject to tidal flooding only, and does not constitute part of the functional 
flood plain for a river. There would therefore be no detrimental effect on other 
properties through landraising. 

It is therefore assumed that buildings and escape routes for both the pool and 
new development will be elevated to 5.1m AOD. Car parking for the new pool 
shall remain at existing level, and it is assumed for costing purposes that the 
entire Phase 2 development site shall be elevated. Further studies shall be 
required to confirm a wave heights, and to provide further detail on dissipation 
of wave action and the impact on the building in an extreme event. 

1:
2:

Millport Gauge Data courtesy of BODC
Failed Reno Mattresses to North East of site
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Structural Strategy4.3

This section contains the proposed design criteria for the structure, and the 
structural engineering systems to be adopted in the building design.

Additional Structural notes prepared for costing purposes are located in 
Appendix 2 and preliminary structural sketches in Appendix 3.

Design Criteria4.3.1
This section sets out the design criteria that have been used in the concept 
design presented in this report. Subject to client approval, these criteria will be 
used for the development of the design.

Design life
The design life of the building shall be 50 years, in accordance with BS ISO 
15686. All structural engineering components shall have a service life of 50 
years unless otherwise noted. (Design Working Life of 50 years to EC0).
Major maintenance of structural engineering components will be required after 
20 years, for example inspection and repair of accessible steelwork corrosion 
protection systems.

Basement waterproofing
The basement shall be waterproofed up to building finished floor level of 
5.1m OD, and linked to above-ground waterproofing systems. A grade 2 
environment to BS8102:2009 shall be provided. This is defined in BS8102 as 
“no water penetration acceptable, damp areas tolerable, ventilation required” 
and is the recommended waterproofing grade for plant rooms which include 
electrical equipment.

Basement gas proofing
The basement shall employ systems to protect against ground gas in 
accordance with BS8485:2007 and CIRIA Report C665.

Flood risk / flotation
The building shall resist design external water levels with global factors of 
safety on flotation as set out in the table below. The flood levels are estimated 
from flood level information received to date, until further information is 
available following a Flood Risk Assessment.

Design
external

water level

Global factor 
of safety 
(flotation)

Comment

+3.0m OD 1.5 Approximate maximum water level for 1 in 
10 year return period, i.e. the water level 
likely to occur occasionally during the life of 
the building.

+ 5.1m OD 1.05 Approximately 0.5% annual probability of 
occurrence, i.e. a rare event that could 
happen during the life of the building.

It is unreasonable to impose any restrictions on pool maintenance timing 
relative to flood events to maintain structural safety, so the design water levels 
given in the above table shall be used in conjunction with the worst case pool 
and tank levels (empty or full).

When high water levels combine with strong winds, waves will splash against 
the building. The building’s main ground floor will be located above +5.1m OD, 
so that the effect of wave impact on the primary structure will not be significant, 
however the loads from wave splashes should be taken into account in the 
design of cladding systems around the ground floor.

1: Glu-lam structure
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Imposed loading
Imposed loads are determined based on the Eurocode 0 (UK NA) 
recommendations, depending on the use of the spaces.

Location Imposed load 
allowance (kN/

m2)

Comment

All areas 
unless
otherwise
noted

5.0 Covers assembly & circulation areas, 
sports activities, and operation of 
lightweight access equipment for 
maintenance & repair.

Stairs 4.0
Plant rooms 
generally

7.5 Plant rooms generally, not including 
water tanks.

Plant rooms 
with water 
tanks

20.0 Allows for water tanks up to 2m deep.

Roof 1.5 Maintenance access only.

Wind loading
Wind loading shall be determined based on the location and exposure of 
the building, taking into account building size, shape, features and dominant 
openings. Initial calculations indicate that the wind load for overall building 
stability design is 1.4kPa , and the wind load for cladding design is 2.0kPa.

Deflection limits
The deflection of the structure under variable (imposed and wind) loads 
shall not affect the appearance or performance of the finishes. At this stage, 
deflection limits of height/300 and span/360 have been assumed. These would 
be suitable for most of the building, which employs curtain walling systems, 
internal partition walls and plasterboard ceilings. Smaller deflection limits 
would be required at edge beams to suit a tiled cladding system: span/500 
edge beam imposed load deflection has been assumed until tile system 
details are known.

Structural loading
Dead loading
Dead loads shall be determined based on the weight of the materials in the 
building structure.

Superimposed dead loading
Superimposed dead loading shall be determined to suit the final proposals for 
cladding, internal walls, floor and ceiling finishes, and services requirements. 
At this stage, the following superimposed dead load allowances have been 
made:

Location Superimposed 
dead load 

allowance (kN/
m2)

Comment

Ground floor 4.8 Allowance for insulation, 100 screed, 15 
tile/grout

First Floor 3.3 Allowance for insulation, 100 screed, 15 
tile/grout, services under, plasterboard 
ceiling under

Roof 1.5 Allowance for single ply membrane, 
insulation, services under, plasterboard 
ceiling under

Design Standards
The design of the structure will be carried out to the relevant current British 
Standards, Eurocodes, Codes of Practice, and Building Regulations. These 
include:

BS EN 12944 Corrosion Protection of Steel Structures by Protective Paint 
Systems
BS5606: 1990 Guide to Accuracy in Building
BS EN 1990 Eurocode 0 – basis of structural design (UK National Annex)
BS EN 1991 Eurocode 1 – actions on structures (UK National Annex)
BS EN 1992 Eurocode 2 – Design of concrete structures (UK National 
Annex)
BS EN 1993 Eurocode 3 – Design of steel structures (UK National Annex)
BS EN 1994 Eurocode 4 – Design of composite steel and concrete structures 
(UK National Annex)
BS EN 1995 Eurocode 5 – Design of timber structures (UK National Annex)
BS EN 1996 Eurocode 6 – Design of masonry structures (UK National 
Annex)
BS EN 1997 Eurocode 7 – Geotechnical design (UK National Annex)
BS8500: 2006 Concrete – Complimentary British Standard to BS EN 206-1
BS8485:2007      Code of practice for the characterisation and remediation 
from ground gas in affected developments
BS8102:2009     Code of practice for protection of below ground structures 
against water from the ground
BCSA&SCI:203/07: 5th Ed. National Structural Steelwork Specification for 
Building Construction
BCA: NSCS: 3nd Ed. National Structural Concrete Specification for Building 
Construction
BRE SD1  Special Digest 1: Concrete in aggressive ground
CIRIA C665 Assessing risks posed by hazardous ground gases to buildings
SCI P354  Design of floors for vibration
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Corrosion Protection
Elements of structure shall have corrosion protection suitable to their location 
and exposure.

Concrete structures shall have adequately durable concrete so that 
maintenance within the 50 year design life is not required.

Concealed steel structures (e.g. windposts) shall have corrosion protection 
adequate for the 50 year design life of the building without maintenance. 
Steel structures with difficult access (e.g. beams in ceiling voids) and all 
other steelwork, shall have corrosion protection which does not require 
maintenance or inspection within 20 years. Within the pool hall, wet changing 
and plant rooms, the high humidity combined with the pool chemicals results 
in a highly corrosive environment. Mild steel structures in this environment 
are recommended to use a multi-coat paint protection system to minimise the 
maintenance required.

Timber species and treatment shall be selected so that maintenance within 
the 50 year design life is not required. In general, selecting an appropriate 
timber species (e.g. Larch) and excluding the use of sapwood will allow timber 
to be used in the pool hall environment without treatment. Connections in 
timber structures are generally inaccessible and should be made from suitable 
grades of stainless steel, so that maintenance is not required during the life 
of the structure.

Vibration limits
Floor plates vibrate under cyclic loading from sporting activities and walking. 
When suspended floors are used for both vibration-producing activities (e.g. 
dancing) and vibration-sensitive activities (e.g. meeting rooms), the structural 
design needs to limit vibration transmission to an acceptable level. The 
following vibration limits will be adopted for the design of suspended floors:

Location Multiplying 
Factor (SCI 

P354)

Comment

Gym and dance 
studio (within the 
room)

55 Lower limit of SCI recommendation 
for rhythmic activities (dance)

Other rooms 
(effect of vibration 
from gym & dance 
studio)

8 As SCI recommendation for offices

Stairs, corridors, 
balconies

1.5 Allowance for single ply membrane, 
insulation, services under, 
plasterboard ceiling under

Plant, storage, 
non-sensitive
uses

24 As SCI recommendation for stairs

Fire Protection
The elements of structure which support floors, or support or restrain 
compartment walls, require a fire resistance period of 60 minutes. Fire 
resistance to steel structure shall be provided by intumescent paintwork. Fire 
protection to concrete structures is provided by the concrete cover and section 
size. Timber structures shall resist fire, if required, using the residual section 
of the timber after charring, or by boarded protection.

Structural Engineering Systems 4.3.2

The building will be located on the pier car park site, where the external ground 
level will be raised from existing levels to reduce the risk of flooding.

The building will be partially protected from the sea by sea defences, and will 
be designed to resist impact from wave splashes during storms.

The pool will be located at ground floor level, so that pool tanks and associated 
balance tanks and plant spaces in the basement will result in flotation forces. 
These will be resisted by the weight of the building and by tension piles.

The foundations will employ bored cast-in-place piles socketed into the 
sandstone conglomerate bedrock to carry vertical compression & tension 
loads.

The basement will be constructed from reinforced concrete, externally tanked, 
to protect from groundwater and ground gas and provide a grade 2 (no water 
penetration) environment.

The superstructure will employ a steel frame with concrete floors and 
a lightweight roof for the two-storey accommodation. The pool hall will be 
constructed from glulam arches with a lightweight timber roof.

Stability will be provided by roof diaphragms and bracing, concrete floor 
diaphragms, and vertical bracing in the walls, to carry lateral loads to ground 
level where they will be resisted by passive ground pressures on foundations 
and basement walls.
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1: Example of chlorine corrosion

Foundations
The foundations could be in the made ground material or the underlying rock. 
A key requirement for this building is that the location of the pool at ground 
floor level, combined with the potential for high water levels in permeable 
ground, leads to overall flotation of the building in some load combinations, as 
well as the usual downward gravity loads.

A number of foundation options were considered for the site, taking into 
account the variable existing granular fill material, the water table, and the 
rockhead strata. These are summarised in the table to the right.

Based on the ground conditions as identified to date, bored piles have been 
adopted in the design. 600 diameter piles have been chosen, as these can 
deal with underground obstructions, and generally only a single pile is needed 
per column to reduce the cost of pilecaps.

Basements
Basement walls are designed to resist the pressures of groundwater and 
retained material. Basement floors resist the upward pressures of water 
pressures (high tide / pool and tanks empty) and the downwards weight of the 
pool (low tide / pool and tanks full). Given the high and variable water table, 
insitu continuously reinforced concrete walls and basement slab are proposed. 
The concrete would be externally tanked to resist the ingress of groundwater, 
and incorporate waterproof concrete design to BS EN 1992 (with additives) 
to give combined Type A / Type B protection and mitigate the high risk of the 
water table in accordance with BS8102.

Type Description Advantages Disadvantages
Ground improvement / Raft Ground improvement of existing 

granular material, e.g. vibro-compaction, 
and thick (2-3m) raft slab to control 
differential settlement and prevent 
flotation

No bulk material exported from • 
site (except excavation for raft)

Cost of concrete in raft slab• 
Boulders and high water table • 
limits effectiveness of ground 
improvement works

Mass concrete to rockhead Excavate made ground under basement 
& pad foundations down to rockhead 
and replace with mass concrete. Ties 
between pool tank and mass concrete 
to prevent flotation.

Smaller pad foundations• Cost of excavating and disposal • 
of material
Cost of mass concrete• 
Cost of corrosion-protected ties• 
Additional earth retention • 
& dewatering required for 
construction

Driven piles Concrete or steel driven piles, end 
bearing on rock.

No excavated material to export • 
from site.
Economic for downward loads• 

No tension capacity so additional • 
mass concrete or corrosion-
protected ground anchors would 
be required to resist flotation.
Boulder obstructions would • 
require pre-boring or relocation 
of piles

Bored piles Bored reinforced concrete piles, 
socketed into rock

Provide tension and compression • 
capacity
No bulk excavated material • 
(except pile arisings)
Can core through or break out • 
obstructions

Casing /support fluid required for • 
construction
Cost of corrosion protection to • 
reinforcement in piles under 
tension.
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Pipe entries through the reinforced concrete basement walls and floors for 
service distribution could be avoided by using a separate pool tank. Pipe entries 
through basement walls are known weak points for water entry and give a high 
risk of groundwater entry – penetration sealants usually rely on expandable 
hydrophilic materials, which do not work well in tidal zones because of the 
lag following contact with water before the sealant swells during which time 
water can bypass the joint. Building drainage from foul and rainwater systems 
will be routed where possible to penetrate the ground floor where there is no 
underlying basement, to avoid basement wall penetrations from drainage.

The basement will be constructed below the water table. Temporary works 
to retain the excavation will be required, likely to be sheet piles to control 
water ingress. Pumping of the basement excavation will be needed until the 
basement has been constructed and tied into the piles.

Based on the ground conditions information available to date, gas protection 
is likely to be required. This is likely to take the form of a gas membrane in 
basements and ground slabs, and an under-slab venting layer to dissipate 
gas from beneath the building.

Ground slabs
The building superstructure loads will be supported on piled foundations, with 
a continuous tanking membrane under the ground slab, so no movement is 
permitted between ground slabs and foundations or basements. This is most 
effectively achieved by designing the ground slabs as suspended between 
pilecaps/ground beams, constructed on grade. The foundation and basement 
walls are sufficiently closely spaced that a suspended ground floor slab is not 
significantly thicker than a ground bearing slab. Also, a suspended slab does 
not require any special preparation of the ground, giving less excavation and 
filling than for a ground bearing design.

1:
2:

Typical pool tanks and basement section
Basement tanking gas membrane

Pool Tanks and Balance Tanks
Although currently excluded from the cost plan a steel tank system is the 
preferred solution, to reduce the risk of leaks from the pool. The steel tank 
system would be constructed inside the basement box following construction of 
the pool floor pipework and pool floor slab, all by the pool specialist contractor. 
After installing the tank walls and pipework, the voids would be backfilled with 
suitable granular material and the pool surround slab constructed.

A steel pool tank system inside waterproofed reinforced concrete walls is 
preferred to ensure that there are no penetrations through concrete walls. 
Pipe penetrations through walls are a known weak point for water penetration 
– these are generally sealed with swellable hydrophilic waterstops which seal 
gaps by expanding on contact with water, however in varying tidal water levels 
there is a lag while the waterstops swell during which time water can enter 
through the wall penetration. 

The manufacturers of waterstops do not generally provide long warranties, 
and the cost of remediating waterproofing due to failed waterstops is very 
high, so it is not recommended that they are relied on alone. 

The scheme presented uses the basement walls to keep out groundwater 
and ground gas, and the pool tank walls and floor to retain pool water – leaks 
of water through either basement walls or from pool tank are collected and 
disposed of from the basement plant room, rather than causing groundwater 
to leak into the pool. 
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Superstructure
The superstructure comprises areas of two-storey accommodation around a 
pool hall with a lightweight roof.

Two Storey Accommodation
The two-storey accommodation is proposed as a steel frame with a concrete 
suspended first floor, to accommodate the high loads from the dance and gym 
spaces and minimise the impact of vertical structure at ground and first floor 
levels.

Floor slabs are most economically constructed using insitu concrete on a 
profiled metal cladding, however this has a low resistance to corrosion in damp 
areas, so floors above damp areas (pool plant, pool store, wet changing, and 
sauna/steam room) will employ a precast concrete soffit. Precast formwork 
systems such as Omnia provide a concrete soffit which meets corrosion 
requirements, and incorporate temporary spanning ability so that the insitu 
floor plates can be constructed unpropped in a similar manner to metal deck 
floors.

The floor slabs will be supported on a structural steel frame, designed as 
composite with the floor slabs. The proposed building profile features the first 
floor and roof projecting over the ground floor, so the first floor, and parts of 
the roof structure, need to cantilever for most of the perimeter of the building. 
In some locations, restrictions on columns zones in the ground or first floor 
accommodation will require transfer structures, and storey height trusses in 
the walls.

The roof has lightweight finishes, and has no access or plant requirements, 
so can incorporate a lightweight roof structure comprising a structural deck 
spanning between beams, supporting ply and the roof buildup. In general, the 
most economical method for draining flat roofs is to construct steel and deck 
flat, and use tapered insulation to drain water to outlets, so a flat roof structure 
has been assumed at this stage.

Stability will be provided by the lift core, constructed in reinforced concrete up 
to roof level, in conjunction with steel bracing in the roof and walls, and the first 
floor concrete slab diaphragm.

Another significant advantage of constructing the pool tanks within the 
concrete basement box is that the basement box will keep groundwater out 
of the working areas, so that the pool tanks can be installed in good working 
conditions which will lead to the high standards of workmanship essential for 
defect-free pool construction.

As noted above the current cost plan does not allow for the pool tank system 
described above.

The balance tanks are anticipated to be plastic buried tanks. To prevent 
them floating due to tidal water level changes and to eliminate basement 
wall penetrations, these would also be installed within the basement box and 
backfilled with granular fill.

1:
2:

Box in box steel pool tank construction
Leak at pipe penetration
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1:
2:

Section indicating structural principles
Glu-lam vault head connection

Pool hall roof
The pool hall roof structure comprises curved glulam arches supporting timber 
joists and a ply deck. The arch shapes are catenaries – the inverted shape 
of a hanging chain – which ensures that under permanent long-term loading 
(weight of arch and roof coverings distributed along length of arch) the arch 
timber is in pure compression, to give an efficient structural design. Under 
transient loading (wind loads) the timber arches act in bending, restrained 
by the braced frame of the two-storey accommodation at first floor and roof 
levels.

The timber arches would be constructed in glulam, chosen for its higher 
strength and lower cost compared to bulk timber sections. The arches would 
be manufactured in two pieces to allow transportation and erection, and would 
employ stainless steel connections at the head and base. The base connection 
would be designed as a pin, to minimise the intrusion of the connection detail 
in the pool spaces. The head detail would be designed to carry moments, and 
additional cross-grain stitching using stainless steel rods near the apex of the 
arch would also be required to carry cross-grain stresses.

The secondary structure spanning between the arches would comprise 
straight timber joists supporting curved plywood. Given the spans between 
arches, engineered timber joists (Kerto-S or similar) would be more economic 
than large sawn timber sections. Ply would be chosen to be thin enough to be 
fixed down on the curve without pre-bending, so multiple layers of ply will be 
required in some locations to meet the structural performance requirements.

Transverse stability to the pool hall roof will be provided by the roof ply 
diaphragm and by bending of the arches, laterally supported by the adjacent 
steel frame. Longitudinal bracing will be provided by the roof ply, in conjunction 
with steel bracing within the roof and below first floor level.

In general, the pool roof is a lightweight roof which does not support fire escapes 
or support or restrain compartment walls, so the building regulations may 
not require all of the timber structure to have a fire resistance period. Where 
small areas of first floor accommodation are supported on timber arches and 
require a fire resistance period, the fire resistance of the supporting structure 
will employ a charring / residual section analysis.

Cladding
The cladding will comprise curtain walling systems for parts of the ground 
to first floor, with a preference for a ceramic tile cladding elsewhere. Curtain 
walling systems will be designed by the specialist contractor to span vertically 
between floors, or between floor and roof at double-height spaces. Ceramic 
tiled systems would either be mounted on a lightweight rainscreen supported 
by steel framing between floors, or the tiles would be adhered to blockwork 
walls supported at floor levels and spanning (with windposts) between floors. 
Using blockwork backing walls with adhered tiles would impose a greater 
weight on the supporting structure, and make the system more sensitive to 
deflection.

Roofing
Flat roofs will employ lightweight waterproofing systems (e.g. single ply 
membrane) supported on a plywood deck. Roofs to areas of steel structure 
will employ a structural metal roof deck as the secondary structure, so that the 
plywood deck is non-structural. Roofs to areas of timber structure will employ 
a timber joist and plywood roof, where the plywood deck has a structural 
purpose in spanning between joists and acting as a diaphragm to stabilise the 
roof structure.

Internal partition walls
Internal walls will be non-structural partitions, to allow for future flexibility in 
use of the building. Lightweight timber/metal stud walls will be used for most 
internal walls. Ground floor changing areas and plant rooms will use blockwork 
walls for increased robustness, strengthened with windposts where significant 
impact or wind loads occur.
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Sustainability4.4

The proposals set forward in the conceptual design report seek to address 
the issue of sustainable design and energy cost reduction for Helensburgh 
Pool, by considering minimisation of the amount of energy required, efficient 
use and distribution of energy and finally through use of low or zero carbon 
technologies. Usage/ hours run of environmental systems shall also be 
considered along with installation of the most efficient plant as is cost 
effective. Specific strategies to achieve this aim are detailed in each of the 
following sections. Where possible/ practical the low energy strategies for 
the development should be made visible to demonstrate the sustainable 
credentials of the building.

We would anticipate the Client drivers for Helensburgh Pool project to 
include:

Future proofing against energy price rises • 
Reduction of energy bills as much as possible • 
Visual impact – demonstration to the public that sustainability and energy • 
are top of the agenda

The building will come under the revised (2010) Scottish Technical Standards 
Section 6 relating to energy performance, which incorporates more onerous 
targets than previous regulations, with tighter u-values and energy rating 
requirements. Both the architectural and building services designs will require 
to be coordinated in a holistic manner to meet these stringent standards. Refer 
to Section 4.6.1 and Appendix 9 for further background information regarding 
Section 6 compliance.

Benchmark energy targets for the development are given below, based 
on ‘Energy Consumption Guide 87 – Public Authority’ for a Good Practise 
Leisure Centre (with pool).

Electricity 164 kWhr /m²/ annum• 
Gas 573 kWhr /m²/ annum• 
Carbon Emissions 198 kg/CO• 2/annum

Prior to considering any low and zero carbon technologies, the aim should 
be to minimise energy use and therefore reduce the overall building energy 
demands, whilst maintaining the design ethos of simple solutions that are 
robust and easy to use. This involves the integration of the services strategy 
into the architectural scheme from the initial stages. By prioritising lower cost 
items such as building form and layout, the operational costs of the leisure 
centre can be minimised. This strategy should not be limited solely to energy, 
as water conservation is also extremely important.

The energy strategy for the building should follow the principles of ‘Mean-
Lean-Green’, focussing on items that provide carbon savings for lower capital 
costs, before considering the application of low or zero carbon technologies.

1:
2:

Cost effectiveness flow chart
Mean, Lean Green pyramid
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Passive Design4.4.1

As far as possible the building design shall incorporate features that naturally 
assist in minimising the energy requirements while still providing a high quality 
internal environment that does not compromise on occupant comfort. 

Leisure centres by their nature are very energy intensive, making passive 
design features extremely important to reduce the energy demand as far as 
practically achievable.

Examples of passive design shall include:
Fabric u-values to exceed the minimum requirements of Scottish • 
Technical Standards Section 6. Although not a standard in Scotland, the 
pool basin should be insulated to achieve a low u-value (as per Part L of 
the England and Wales regulations, where the minimum is 0.25)
Air tightness and detailing will be key to minimising infiltration and heat • 
loss from the building. A target of less than 5 m³/hr at 50Pa, aiming for 2.7 
m³/hr at 50Pa should be achievable.
Use of natural ventilation where practical (i.e. where design criteria can • 
be maintained).
Pool area roof lights (generally maximum of 20 – 25% of roof area) • 
to maximise natural daylighting within the pool hall. By optimising the 
percentage of glazing and careful design, any issues with glare can be 
minimised.
Use of solar shading around glazed areas, although this must be carefully • 
designed to achieve the optimum balance between reduction of solar 
gain and increased glare.
Lighting systems should generally be a mixture of PIR sensors and • 
photocells to minimise electricity wastage during periods when lighting is 
not required.
Pool covers to minimise heat loss from the water over night or during • 
periods of non-use. Covers have the added benefit of reducing humidity 
levels within the pool hall owing to evaporation from the large surface 
area of water.
Push button showers should be installed in all changing areas to limit • 
water wastage. Alternatively PIR sensor linked controls would achieve the 
same aim.
Push button or automatic sensor taps should be installed in all public use • 
areas, again to limit water wastage.

1:
2:

Natural Daylighting of Swimming Pool
Swimming Pool cover
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Efficient Systems4.4.2

A key area of energy reduction, that is often overlooked, focuses on the 
efficient distribution and use of energy within buildings, hence avoiding energy 
wastage. This includes the commissioning of building systems and thereafter 
the use of the systems during operation. The design of Helensburgh Pool 
should considered ‘Mean’ strategies, including:

One of the highest energy uses within a Leisure Centre is domestic hot • 
water and from past experience minimisation of this load plays a key 
role in achieving Section 6 compliance. As such, all domestic hot water 
cylinders should be ‘super’ insulated (better than current good practise 
guidelines). In addition, the length of secondary hot water distribution 
runs should be designed to be as short as possible to help limit heat 
losses.
Fan energy associated with ventilation systems is also a major element • 
of energy use within the leisure centre environment, therefore fan energy 
consumption should be reduced where possible, through low specific fan 
powers.
Heat recovery will also help to reduce energy consumption by reclaiming • 
and re-using heat that would otherwise be wasted. Strategies for water 
heat recovery could include; pool backwash recovery (to incoming 
replacement water) and shower drainwater recovery. Other heat recovery 
should include heat rejected from VRF systems (if present for gym area 
cooling) and pool area AHUs (‘Menerga’ type multi-stage recovery).
Use of variable speed fans and pumps. In conjunction with the use of • 
2-port valves on all equipment and suitable zoning strategies this allows 
pumps and fans to operate at the optimum duty at all times and adjust 
to the changing requirements of the building. This in turn minimises the 
energy wastage. 
Use of high efficiency electric lighting. • 

Use of high efficiency boiler plant with optimisation and compensation • 
controls.
Simple controls should be incorporated to allow users to easily operate • 
the buildings environmental systems, whilst still allowing the systems 
to achieve optimum efficiency. The use of strategies such as natural 
ventilation will also aid in achieving this.
A simple user guide should be produced to sit alongside the main • 
Operating and Maintenance manuals, to allow non-technical operators to 
use all environmental systems easily and efficiently.
User training should also be provided to teach operators how to get the • 
best out of the systems during each season. 

1:
2:

Heat recovery principles
Minerga pool ventilation with heat recovery
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Renewable Systems4.4.3

Leisure centres are large consumers of both thermal and electrical energy 
due to their size, long hours of occupation and specialist facilities such as 
swimming pools and washing facilities. There are a significant number of 
areas where low and zero carbon (LZC) technologies could be included in 
order to reduce the energy consumption without compromising a comfortable 
internal environment or its many functions. 

The reasons for adopting such technologies are not just limited to those 
associated with reducing harmful emissions to our environment. The recent 
hike in both gas and electricity prices is likely to continue year on year as 
resources continue to decrease while global demand increases. Therefore any 
medium to long term cost strategy would benefit hugely from a consideration 
of such technologies which typically attract a higher capital cost than 
conventional technologies but would reduce any applicable charges such as 
those associated with carbon tax and the climate change levy. Grants and 
operational financial incentives also make renewable energy systems more 
attractive in terms of shorter paybacks. It is also anticipated that a combination 
of LZC technologies will be required to allow the building to achieve Section 
6 compliance. 

The design team has undertaken a review of LZC options applicable for a 
leisure centre development, including:
• Biomass Heating
• Heat Pumps
• Combined Heat & Power (CHP)
• Solar Thermal Hot Water
• Solar Photovoltaics (PV)
• Wind Turbines

LZC Strategy Option Advantages Disadvantages
1. Biomass Heating Minimises fossil fuel (gas) use• 

Provides security of supply (with sufficient on site fuel • 
storage)
Minimal carbon emissions related to biomass• 

Requires availability of space for the biomass fuel storage of • 
up to 100m3
Increased plant room space requirements for the biomass • 
boiler and the fuel delivery system
Significant access space required for large arctic lorries • 
making fuel deliveries
Uncertainty over future fuel prices and supply availability• 
Use of biomass system requires to be approved by the local • 
planning department

2. Biomass Heating 
+ Solar Thermal Hot 
Water (STMHW)

Minimises fossil fuel use• 
Provides security of supply (with sufficient on site fuel • 
storage)
Minimal carbon emissions related to biomass• 
STMHW helps reduce energy costs associated with large hot • 
water loads within leisure centre

Requires availability of space for the biomass fuel storage of • 
up to 50m³
Increased plant room space requirements for the biomass • 
boiler and the fuel delivery system
Significant access space required for large lorries making • 
fuel deliveries
Uncertainty over future fuel prices and supply availability• 
Use of biomass system requires to be approved by the local • 
planning department
Suitable south facing roof space required for STMHW • 
panels, with permanent access for maintenance

3. CHP Large reduction in carbon emissions, through efficient use of • 
gas
Majority of electricity for the buildings can be generated on-• 
site
Potential to engage an ESCo to procure and run the system, • 
hence reducing Client risk

Payback period is sensitive to the ratio of gas to electricity • 
rate
Client buy in required to accept risks associated with any • 
ESCo contract and terms

4. CHP + Solar Thermal 
Hot Water

Large reduction in carbon emissions, through efficient use of • 
gas

Majority of electricity for the buildings can be generated on-site
Potential to engage an ESCo to procure and run the system, 
hence reducing Client risk
STMHW helps reduce energy costs associated with large hot 
water loads within leisure centre

Payback period is sensitive to the ratio of gas to electricity • 
rate

Client buy in required to accept risks associated with any ESCo 
contract and terms
Suitable south facing roof space required for STMHW panels

1: LZC Technology Comparison
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Based on the preliminary review of LZC technologies appropriate to the 
development, Biomass Heating, CHP, and Solar Thermal are deemed 
feasible and merit further consideration at the next stage of the project. Heat 
pumps may also be feasible to serve gym areas, dependant on detailed 
load calculations and confirmation of final use of each space. It is assumed 
rainwater harvesting will be included alongside any thermal or electrical LZC 
technologies. Additional plant space considerations discussed in the Green 
design summary contained within the Appendices should be noted for each 
technology. High level advantages and disadvantages for each option are 
noted in the table opposite and discussed in more detail in Appendix 4.

Rainwater Harvesting
The demand for mains delivered water can be reduced by collecting rainwater 
falling on the building’s roof. Sports centres are water intensive; the process of 
backwashing pool filters may consume 10,000 litres of water per day. Though 
not deemed fit for consumption without processing, rainwater can be used 
for filter backwashing; typical cleaning measures would include particulate 
filtering and UV disinfection. There is a capital cost associated with installing 
the system and large storage tanks, however, considerable savings can made 
on water utility cost and short payback periods met.

Because of the particularly high requirement of a sports centre for non-potable 
water there is a great potential for making use of harvested rainfall. The size of 
rainwater harvesting system will be further investigated at the next stage of the 
project. In terms of cost, the largest element of the system will be the storage 
tank, which will most likely be buried below ground with suitable manhole 
access. Previous experience has shown rainwater harvesting systems can 
have paybacks of less than 5 years.

1:
2:
3:
4:

Combined Heat and Power diagram
Solar Thermal diagram
Biomass Boiler diagram
Heat Pump diagram
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Grants and Operational Incentives4.4.4

The Government has recently shifted the emphasis of incentives for low and 
zero carbon technologies away from up front grants towards operational 
incentives. Where previously sums of money were available to buy/ install 
systems, such as the Low Carbon Buildings Programme (LCBP), the current 
schemes tend to reward owners with tariffs for the generation of each unit of 
thermal or electrical energy by a renewable technology. This is generally is 
the form of a pence per kilo-watt hour (p/kWh) rate, that varies depending on 
the type of technology. However, any up front grants that are still available are 
generally limited to ‘not for profit’ organisations and as such Helensburgh Pool 
may be eligible for these. 

This is seen as a positive step by many, rewarding owners for actual energy 
produced, rather than funding systems that may not be run or maintained 
properly, hence not producing significant quantities of energy (and therefore 
not reducing dependence on fossil fuel consumption).

The level of grant or operational incentive depends on the type of energy 
produced (heat or electricity) and what type of technology is used to produce 
that energy. A summary of current grants and operational incentives is provided 
below. This should be further investigated at the next stage of the project.

Enhanced Captial Allowances (ECA) are not applicable to the Council • 
owing to their status as a non-profit organisation. Scottish Biomass Heat 
Scheme provides a maximum grant of £100,000 but is relevant for SME’s 
only.
The Community and Renewable Energy Scheme (CARES) provides • 
grants of up to £150,000 for not-for-profit organisations.
Community funds such as Eon Source fund and Powergen Green Plan • 
should be investigated at the next stage.
Feed-in Tariffs (FiT) are the electricity part of what is known as the • 
Clean Energy Cashback scheme that pays people for creating their own 
“green electricity”. The second part of the scheme is the Renewable Heat 
Incentive, a similar measure for heat, described below. FiTs went live in 
April 2010 and have been introduced by the Government to help increase 
the level of renewable energy in the UK towards our legally binding target 
of 15% of total energy from renewables by 2020.

The Tariffs give three financial benefits:
1. A payment for all the electricity the owner produces, even if used onsite 
2. Additional bonus payments for electricity exported into the grid 
3. A reduction on standard electricity bill, from using energy produced 

Renewable Heat Incentive (RHi) is very similar to the Feed-In Tariffs, but there 
are some important differences due to the fact that nearly every property in 
the UK generates its own heat from a gas or oil boiler. In other words, there is 
no ‘National Grid for Heat’ and so importing and exporting heat is not relevant. 
There are three steps to the RHI:
1. Install renewable heat systems in the building such as solar thermal panels, 
heat pumps or a biomass (wood burning) boiler
2. An estimate is made about how much heat the renewable energy systems 
will produce
3. A fixed amount is paid based on that estimate

It should be noted that the RHI scheme is currently under consultation and is 
not due to come into force until April 2011. There has been no indication from 
the new coalition Government that this will not happen as planned, but there 
is potentially a risk in calculating system paybacks that include this tariff as 
a cash inflow. The RHI consultation also contains the following paragraph on 
eligibility for a grant in combination with the RHI:

‘Where a project is otherwise eligible for RHI support but has received or 
receives a central Government grant, we may require that such grant monies 
be paid back in order for the project to be eligible for RHI support. As stated in 
the RES, we will not require this for grants received at the domestic level before 
the start of the RHI. At this level, householders will not have to pay back central 
Government grants in order to receive RHI support. RHI eligibility will also not 
be limited where grants other than those funded by central Government (i.e. 
European or local grants) are taken up. However, in all these situations, State 
Aid limitations may nevertheless restrict the extent to which generators would 
be able to combine RHI support with grant support’.

This would suggest that projects will be able to secure RHI support in tandem 
with a non-central Government grant. Current rates for Feed-in-Tariffs are 
provided to the right. These are taken from http://www.fitariffs.co.uk/.
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BREEAM4.4.5

The BREEAM 2008 assessment tool involves a number of minimum 
requirements to be met in each section to achieve a ‘Very Good’ or an ‘Excellent 
rating. As well as achieving these prerequisites, a minimum percentage score is 
required to achieve different BREEAM ratings. The BREEAM assessment will 
be based on the requirements at the time when the assessment is registered 
with the BRE. 

As a leisure facility is not a standard BREEAM type a Bespoke Assessment 
will be required. Bespoke assessments:
“Allow buildings that do not fit existing standard BREEAM schemes to be 
assessed and certified against the BREEAM benchmark and meet BREEAM 
related performance requirements.

The assessment criteria is created on a building by building basis. Appropriate 
criteria from a pool of BREEAM criteria are selected and a scoring spreadsheet 
created for each building being assessed”

Depending on the complexity of the proposal and the  target BREEAM level 
BRE may wish to hold a meeting to discuss the proposals prior to preparing 
the bespoke criteria.

Points are scored against a range of requirements with information being 
provided by the design team, client and contractor. Projects are now required 
to undertake a Post Construction Review to confirm the granting of BREEAM 
status.

A swimming pools are very energy intensive building types in can be difficult 
to achieve high BREEAM scores without substantial renewable energy 
provision.

The minimum requirements are explained in more detail below;

Man 1 - Commissioning 
This credit is achieved if an appropriate project team member has been 
appointed to monitor commissioning on behalf of the client to ensure it will 
be carried out in line with current best practice. In addition to this, evidence 
provided must demonstrate that seasonal commissioning will be carried out 
during the first year of occupation, post construction (or post fit out).

Man 2 - Considerate Constructors
There is a commitment to comply with best practice site management 
principles.

Man 4 - Building User Guide
This credit relates to a simple guide that covers information relevant to the 
tenant/occupants and non-technical building manager on the operation and 
environmental performance of the building.

Hea 4 - High Frequency Lighting
This credit states that all fluorescent and compact fluorescent lamps are fitted 
with high frequency ballasts.

Hea 12 - Microbial Contamination
All water systems in the building should be designed in compliance with 
the measures outlined in the HSE’s “Legionnaires’ disease - The control of 
legionella bacteria in water systems”

Ene 1 - Reduction of CO2 emissions
The number of credits achieved is determined by comparing the building’s CO2

index (EPC Rating), taken from the Energy Performance Certificate (EPC). 
The methodology to be used will depend on when the assessment is initially 
submitted to the BRE due to regulations being updated this year.

In order to achieve BREEAM Excellent it is necessary to gain at least 6 credits 
from Ene1. This equates to an EPC rating of 40 for new buildings.

Ene 2 - Sub-metering of Substantial Energy Uses
Direct sub-metering of energy uses within the building should be provided 
for space heating, domestic hot water, humidification, cooling, fans (major), 
lighting, small power and other major energy-consuming items.

Ene 5 - Low or Zero Carbon Technologies
One credit can be achieved where either a feasibility study considering 
local (on-site and/or near site) low or zero carbon (LZC) technologies has 
been carried out and the results implemented or where evidence provided 
demonstrates that a contract with an energy supplier is in place to provide 
sufficient electricity used within the assessed building 

Wat 1 - Water Consumption
One credit is awarded where potable water consumption is 4.5 - 5.5m³ per 
person per year. This can be achieved through specification of water efficient 
sanitaryware, grey water recycling and rain water recycling for toilet flushing.

Wst 3 - Storage of Recyclable Waste
A central, dedicated space is provided for the storage of the building’s 
recyclable waste streams.

LE 4 - Mitigating Ecological Impact
This credit is achieved if the change in the site’s existing ecological value, as 
a result of development, is minimal. The change in ecological value of the site 
is less than zero and equal to or greater than minus nine plant species i.e. a 
minimal change (one credit).
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Servicing Strategy4.5

Utilities4.5.1
Generally, as the new pool is being located close to an existing pool of a 
similar scale, it is not anticipated that significant utility capacity problems will 
exist. However for costing purposes it is suggested that a contingency be 
maintained for network reinforcement measures should they be required at 
the next phase, once quotations and accurate loads are in place at the next 
design stage.

It is not anticipated that major diversions are required, as the proposed site is 
currently utilised for car parking.

Preliminary estimates for Power, Gas, Water and Voice/ Data are summarised 
below, with further details contained within the Appendices. Recommendations 
on sizes and cost allowances for this stage of the project should be noted.

Power• - the building’s maximum demand is predicted at 300kVA. A 
packaged utility substation should be allowed at this stage.
Voice and Data•  - a fibre connection will be provided to the existing Argyll 
and Bute Council network. This connection shall be provided by Argyll 
and Bute Council. Additional redcare lines, lift monitoring and public 
telephones are likely to be required. Sufficient ducts leaving the building 
will be allowed for future proofing. 
Gas• - a 1400kW gas supply (worst case) is required for the centre. This 
load may be substantially reduced (by approx 500kW) if biomass boilers 
are incorporated into the scheme. A gas meter will be housed at the site 
boundary, to accommodate a peak flow of 130m³/hr. This may require 
network strengthening in the local area. The local gas shipper requires to 
confirm there is sufficient supply in the area.
Water•  - a peak flow rate of 4 l/s is required from the site infrastructure to 
provide reasonable fill time for pools etc. Cold water storage tanks will 
spread this demand over the day. Incoming water meter will be located 
in an underground metering chamber at the site boundary. A fire fighting 
supply will be required to hydrants located near to the building. This may 
require network strengthening in the local area, potentially back to West 
Clyde Street. 
Drainage Discharge•  - The drainage outfall point for foul sewerage and 
chlorinated water is anticipated as being the same as the existing outfall 
to the north west of the site. This may require to continue attenuation 

of chlorinated water using a buried tank to the outside of the building. 
The size of the tank will be confirmed at detailed design stage. It is 
also anticipating that a pumping station will be necessary for foul and 
chlorinated flows due to the increased distance to the outfall. It should be 
assumed that this stage that a significant backwash attenuation tank is 
required (possibly as large as 100m³).

The client should be aware that any limits on the drainage discharge means 
that the discharge from backwashing of filters will all have to be stored on 
site until it can be discharged gradually overnight. The current maintenance 
regimes should be investigated at the next stage – for example backwashing 
all filters on the one day would mean that a provision of 100m³ of drainage 
retention would be required. We would suggest that a revised maintenance 
regime be adopted, as per previous discussions with Argyll and Bute Council, 
that would involve only two filters being backwashed in any particular day. 
This would still allow twice weekly backwashing of filters during the peak 
season but allow the total stored volume to reduce significantly. This should 
be developed with the Council at the next design phase.

Additional information on utilities may be found in Appendix 5.

Design Criteria4.5.2
Design criteria for the environmental systems are provided within the 
Appendices. The decision on external design conditions is influenced by the 
acceptable level of risk in maintaining the desired internal environment. 

Generally design criteria recommendations are based on CIBSE guidance, 
with particular reference to CIBSE Guide A Environmental Design (2006) and 
CIBSE Guide G Public Health Engineering. 

Following discussions with Argyll and Bute Council (ABC), the filtration criteria 
are as follows (please also refer to pool filtration specification produced by 
Buro Happold in conjunction with ABC for the original scheme which is still 
applicable):

Criteria Main Pool Teaching Pool Splash area
Pool Area (m²) 313 133 70
Pool Depth (m) 1.1 – 2m Moveable floor Variable 

(max .5 m)
Water 
Temperature (°C)

28 29 29

Water Turnover 
rate (hrs)

2.8 1 0.8

Pool Heating rate 
(°C/hr)

0.5 0.5 0.5

Filtration Advanced Filter Media (AFM)
Disinfectant HTH Chlorine Pellets
Chemical Dosing Dosing systems and equipment as per other ABC pools 

No addition of Ozone or Ultraviolet at the council’s 
request

Further detail of design criteria are contain in Appendix 6.
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Pool Services Requirement4.5.3

In terms of pool plant, the requirements are dependent on the pool system only, 
and not the building design. Buro Happold carried out a preliminary review of 
the pool plant requirements, which has included a meeting with a specialist 
pool plant supplier (Barr+Wray), in order to discuss the plant requirements for 
the two Helensburgh pool options. 

Preliminary options and recommendations are provided in the following 
sections.

General Requirements
The ideal arrangement is to have a split level plant room. The large equipment 
(sand filters etc.) are best located at grade. A lower level is required (level 
with the bottom of the pool) to house the pumping equipment. Full access is 
required to the lower level, ideally via a small stair.

The approximate sizes are shown on the plan sketch above, pending 
confirmation of sizes from a specialist pool plant supplier. A small room 
with direct external access is also required for dosing equipment (shaded 
orange).
The sizes required are shown in the table below (based on a previous pool 
installation at The Peak, Stirling):-

Basement Pool Pumps: 60 m²• 
Ground Level for filtration plant and equipment: 75 m²• 
Chemical Storage Rooms: 15 m²• 

Water Treatment
Following a meeting with the council on 6th July 2010, the client expressed 
a preference to not have UV or ozone filtration, but rather to rely on chemical 
treatment only in the form of HTH (calcium hypochlorite).

Generally, the two principal treatment types of water treatment are UV and 
Ozone. Advice from specialist pool plant suppliers suggests that Ozone 
provides the best filtration, and has the added benefit of removing chemicals 
from the pool water. As such, the pool hall atmosphere becomes less corrosive, 
and doesn’t smell. As well as providing a more pleasant atmosphere, metal 
fixtures and fittings in the pool hall will have increased life. Historically, 
maintenance issues and reliability of plant have put clients off the use of 

Ozone (preferring UV). Advice from the specialist suggests that there are no 
reliability or maintenance issues with Ozone systems, and that the life cycle 
cost differences between Ozone and UV are negligible. 

In terms of space requirements, Ozone requires more head height than UV, 
but identical footprint. Either system will fit comfortably within the storey height 
currently shown.

The Design Team recommends that the Client reviews the water treatment 
strategy at the next stage of the project, to consider the relative merits of UV 
and Ozone systems versus chemical treatment.

System Requirements
Individual systems are required for each pool and spa system. Therefore the 
pool plant space must accommodate:-

Two sand filters per pool (6 No. total)• 
Two pumps in the lower section per pool (6 total, subject to confirmation • 
of splash zone requirements)
2-3 UV filter systems (or a single Ozone system) – TBC pending • 
proposed further discussion with the Client
Pool pipework distribution• 

All of the pipework from the pumping equipment to the pools and balance 
tanks does not require any access; it can therefore be cast directly in concrete. 
There is no requirement to provide an accessible duct around the pool.

Pool Tank Construction
If a concrete pool is to be used which also forms the watertight barrier to the 
building pipework would need to run below the structure. The pipework is not 
susceptible to salt water damage, however there would need to be careful 
detailing of the penetrations through the watertight barrier. Penetrations of 
pipework through concrete usually rely on hydrophilic materials which do not 
have satisfactory performance in variable (tidal) water levels, as there is a lag 
while the sealing material swells during which time groundwater can enter 
the concrete box.. Protection against ground gas would also be an important 

consideration in the design, and the construction of pool tank and pipework 
would need to take place in a pumped excavation below the water table so 
that care will be required to ensure workmanship is adequate.

Balance Tanks
The choice and location of balance tanks is dependent on the choice of pool 
construction.

If the pool is constructed from concrete, the balance tanks can be also. 
Concrete balance tanks could be located between the two main pools.

If a stainless steel pool is to be used, the specialist pool plant supplier 
recommend plastic balance tanks. These are approximately 1.9m in diameter, 
and 13m long. Again, there is no access requirements for these tanks, and 
they can be buried underground/cast in concrete.

Filter Backwash Requirements
Backwash frequency depends on the pool usage, but generally, each sand 
filter would need to be cleaned on a weekly basis. With around 15m3 of water 
used in every filter flush (and 6 filters for this project), there is an exceptionally 
high potable water demand.

Similarly, there is a corresponding high discharge rate to drain. It should 
be assumed that this stage that a significant backwash attenuation tank is 
required (possibly as large as 100 m³).

This tank can also be buried, prior to the connection to drain. With the large 
volumes involved, the potential for recycling and reusing the backwash water 
should be considered.
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Mechanical Services4.5.4

The mechanical services strategy is explored in more detail Appendix 7 and 
have been designed to provide appropriate levels of comfort with minimal 
energy expenditure.

Heating
The year round heating load shall be provided by Low Temperature Hot Water 
(LTHW) from a boiler system combined with either biomass or CHP. Underfloor 
heating is proposed in the wet changing rooms as, experience has shown this 
type of heating gives the best thermal comfort in these areas while quickly 
drying any standing pools of water.

Comfort Cooling
There are only two areas of the sports centre where it is proposed to provide 
cooling; the dance studio and the fitness suite. Analysing the climate data for 
the area, the most efficient way to provide cooling during the typical occupancy 
hours would be simply through ducted fresh air, with support from a chiller at 
peak times in summer months.

Ventilation
Where possible, areas shall be naturally ventilated. Where mechanical 
ventilation is required, there shall be heat recovery to minimise energy 
consumption. The pool hall shall have its own dedicated specialist ventilation 
plant.

1:
2:

First floor heating zones
Ground floor plan heating zones
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Pool hall Ventilation
In the pool hall, both air and water temperatures and humidity levels are 
controlled to provide a comfortable environment and to minimise evaporation 
from the pool surface. This balance is best achieved with a pool air temperature 
1 or 2°C above the pool water temperature, and with a relative humidity of 50-
70%. Air temperatures should not exceed 30°C.

Supply and extract air shall generally be distributed in the perimeter of the 
pool hall to achieve good air distribution without blowing air directly at the 
water surface.

Two alternatives are proposed and will be further analysed at Stage D as 
discussed in he Appendix

All ductwork and air handlers will be treated to ensure they can withstand 
the rigours of a pool hall environment. Ductwork will be treated off-site with 
chlorinated rubber paint while plant will be stainless steel / vinyl lacquered / 
coated in epoxy resin as appropriate. 

Invertor control of the pool AHU’s, combined with night-time use of pool covers, 
will have the largest impact upon the energy consumption of the pools.

Mixed Mode Ventilation
Mixed mode areas shall benefit from mechanical ventilation and operable 
windows, roof lights or wind catchers, in order to utilise the most energy 
efficient means of temperature control depending on the external climate.

1:
2:

First floor ventilation zones
Ground floor ventilation zones
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Public Health4.5.5

Boosted cold water from a storage tank will distribute throughout the building, 
while a direct mains connection will provide drinking water where required.

A feed from the mains cold water distribution will serve the building’s Domestic 
Hot Water demand. This water will be heated up to 65°C by means of a heat 
exchanger with buffer tank.

Drainage design shall be based on a primary ventilated stack arrangement, 
as described in BS EN 12056 part 5. Single drainage stacks will rise in the 
wet areas serving the sanitary-ware, and will ventilate to atmosphere at roof 
level.

Depending upon final level of undercroft, a permanent sump may be 
installed.

Sanitaryware will generally make use of low water consumption fittings to 
help reduce both the water consumption and drainage load from the building. 
Thermostatic mixing valves shall be provided on all showers and banks of 
wash hand basins, with adequate access for maintenance. 

Rainwater recycling, dual flush WCs, infrared controls on showers / taps 
and aerated heads will all help reduce the high water consumption of such a 
centre.

BEMS4.5.6

A Building Management System (BMS) is to be provided to give full control 
and fault monitoring over the majority of the mechanical systems. The building 
management system shall be controlled from a head end PC in the Hub room. 
To improve future fault monitoring an internet link should be incorporated 
within the system to allow remote monitoring. 

Preferred controls houses will be explored with the client.

Metering and detection of abnormal energy usages is crucial to addressing 
the long term energy usage of the building. The metering strategy is shown 
adjacent.

Health and Safety4.5.7
There are no abnormal risks with regards the current design strategy. 

Various servicing options exist that require to be developed at the next stage 
of the project (e.g. biomass, solar thermal plant etc), however, any risks 
associated with these systems will be reviewed and designed out at that 
time.

1: Building Management System
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Access & Maintenance Strategy4.5.9

The central plant and systems are generally located on the ground floor 
and will be provided with access from external at ground level to facilitate 
installation and maintenance.

Suitable stairway access to basement plant areas will be provided. Where 
any services are to be located in basement areas (e.g. pool plant or water 
boosters), permanent lifting beams will be incorporated to allow services 
removal (such as pumpsets).

Plant located within the first floor plantroom will be accessed via the stairs or 
the lift. Any larger items of plant in the first floor plantroom will be installed/ 
removed by lifting equipment via demountable louvers in the façade.

Services within the building serving each room/ space (e.g. lights, fan coil units 
etc) will be designed such that they have suitable access for maintenance/ 
replacement.

The services route running around the perimeter of the pool hall at first floor 
level will not be fitted out as ‘standard’ building floor area, but treated in 
essence as a plant access zone (as per a typical vertical riser in a building). 
The services route will be suitable for temporary access for maintenance. 

As noted in Section 4.4.3, several options exist for the serving strategy such as 
biomass boiler plant and solar thermal hot water systems. The chosen options 
will be reviewed at the next stage with regards access and maintenance and 
a suitable strategy put in place.

Electrical Services4.5.8

The proposed Electrical systems are described in detail in Appendix 8. Chosen 
systems shall provide appropriate levels of service for a sophisticated public 
building of this nature whilst minimising energy use.

1: Aspects of building Management System monitoring
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Construction4.6

The proposals have been developed with a robust understanding of construction 
techniques to ensure the buildability of the proposals are maintained. A 
preliminary review of Building Regulations has been undertaken to confirm 
compliance and identify items for review at the next stage of development.

Building Regulations Compliance4.6.1
The proposal is classified as an Assembly building, and as the floor area is 
less than 6,000 m² no complementation is required. The use of Thermoplastic 
rooflights (polycarbonate) will need to be carefully controlled to satisfy the 
regulations.

Escape
A fire engineered solution will be required due to the extent of voids proposed 
at the upper level, and the size of rooms preventing regulated travel distances 
being achieved in certain locations (Pool Deck, Dance Studio and Gym). The 
layout is such that direct access away from the voids can be achieved, and 
the remaining escape distances are generally in line with building regulation 
requirements. Two storey exits are provided from Level 1 as required, and 
adequate escape points at the ground level can be provided.

Other Significant Impacts
Some areas of seating are more than 40 m from an accessible WC, and the 
provision will need to be reviewed. Generally accessible facilities have been 
provided in accordance with DDA requirements.

The preliminary design of the spectator seating takes into account the 
requirements of the building regulations in terms of access, sizing and 
wheelchair spaces. 

1: Key Building Regulation elements of design - 
Ground Floor
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Section 6 - Energy
The use of either CHP or biomass is required in order to achieve a compliant 
solution with Section 6 2010. Without the implementation of either of these low 
carbon technologies compliance is not achieved. The improvement margins 
for both technologies are shown below:

Biomass boiler with seasonal efficiency of 86% - 10% improvement over • 
2010 TER
CHP engine with thermal efficiency of 50% and power efficiency of 32% - • 
15% improvement over TER 

A more detailed analysis is contained in Appendix 9.

Buildability4.6.2
The proposed design is able to be constructed with standard building 
techniques and materials, with an understanding of the challenges presented 
by the site location required. The glu-lam arches have been used in a number 
of installations across Britain and are becoming more and more prevalent. 
Subject to the final resolution of the budget it is recommended that a ‘box in 
box’ approach is used for the pool tank construction to ensure quality, however 
this has been excluded from the cost plan at present.

Durability and Maintenance4.6.3
To to the exposed location of the proposals materials shall be selected for 
extreme robustness to minimise ongoing maintenance. Internally finishes shall 
be of  a quality suitable for a public building and enable simple maintenance, 
particularly in wet areas. 

The proposals are based around a simple form to reduce the amount of 
recesses preventing build up of material. Birds may provide a maintenance 
issue and deterrents will be incorporated in ongoing design.

1: Key Building Regulation elements of design -
 Level 1
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Construction Design Management4.7

CDM Regulations
Gardiner & Theobald LLP Project Safety is the appointed CDM Co-ordinator 
for the project.

The purpose of this section is to inform the client of the CDM implications 
for Helensburgh Swimming Pool up to Stage C to include progress, design, 
overall compliance and future issues, which have still to be addressed.

Stage C Requirements
For the purposes of Stage C the CDM Co-ordinator has to: 

Meet with the client to discuss client duties under CDM 2007 and • 
undertake initial client consultation,
Issue initial and any additional F10 notification to Health & Safety • 
Executive (HSE), 
Agree format with client and open Health & Safety File, • 
Request competence of designers / contractors if required by client,• 
Comment on design considerations, which are likely to have Health and • 
Safety implications.

Progress to Date
Donald McVicar of Argyll & Bute Council has acknowledged that he is • 
aware of his Client Duties under CDM 2007,
The project has been notified to the Health & Safety Executive (HSE),• 
The format of the Health & Safety File is now open,• 
All members of the Design Team have demonstrated their competence • 
under CDM,
The design of Helensburgh Swimming Pool has been reviewed and CDM • 
implications have been considered appropriate to Stage C.

proximity to sea edge

proximity to 
listed pier 
structure

access above pools

1: Key CDM issues - Ground Floor
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Existing Information & Design Considerations
The Helensburgh Swimming Pool Design Proposal has several CDM issues 
with the following items identified at this Stage, roof access, the long term 
cleaning, maintenance and replacement strategy and the various construction 
hazards all present their own issues. 

Some of the key issues include 
The proximity of the harbour, • 
Access to lighting and services over and around the swimming pool area, • 
(uplighting to be used to minimise access requirements)
Roof access (where necessary) and • 
Various controlled concerns over contaminated ground. • 

The area also has a high water table but the design has taken account of this 
to minimise and mitigate the risk.

Future Issues
CDM Workshop to be undertaken prior to Stage D, which will include a • 
review of all existing information, hazard identification and the long-term 
cleaning and maintenance of Helensburgh Swimming Pool,
Pre-Construction Information to be issued as part of Tender Documents,• 
Health & Safety record of all Tenderers to be reviewed,• 
Any additional notification will be processed as and when required,• 
Advise on the suitability of the Construction Phase Health and Safety • 
Plan,
Request information for Health & Safety File, review, compile and issue • 
completed File to client.access to service zones

VOIDOOOOOOOIOOOOOOOOOOO

VOIDDDDDDDDD

UP

VOIDVVVVVVVVVVVVVOOOOOOOOOIIDDDDDDD

lighting and 
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void spaces

1: Key CDM issues - Level 1
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New Helensburgh Swimming Pool and Leisure Facility
Way  Forward

Next Steps5.1

If the pool were a “stand alone” project the next stage would be to take the 
design forwards to RIBA stage D and the submission of a planning application, 
together with a Stage 1 funding application to Sportscotland. However, given the 
interdependency of the Pierhead development as a whole it is recommended 
the following two steps are taken before progressing to the detailed design of 
the building:

1. Review of Procurement Route
2. Review of Integration with Pierhead Development

Review of Procurement Options5.1.1
The initial OBC identified the following options for procurement for the pool 
building:

1. Stand Alone Construction Procurement Route
Council led project with the majority of the funding provided by the Council and 
supplemented by sportscotland. Either a traditional SBCC With or Without 
Quantities or With Contractors Design (Design & Build) forms of procurement 
could be used for the construction works.

2. Alternative Procurement Options to be considered 
While the proposed location allows for stand alone construction, the site 
provides the Council with a number of options in terms of procurement such 
as potential joint venture partnership with a developer, or as planning gain as 
part of an overall redevelopment of the entire Pierhead site. 

The scope of this study does not include provision for appraising these options, 
but a review process would be required be prior to proceeding with RIBA 
Stage D to establish the most suitable and preferred procurement route.

Review of Integration with Pierhead Development5.1.2
This study has clarified the area of the site required for the pool building, 
associated car parking and vehicular and pedestrian access. This area is 
significantly greater than the initial estimated area shown in the Pierhead 
Masterplan (Turley 2009). 

In parallel with this study Argyll & Bute Council (ABC) have been collating 
the information required to progress the overall development of the Pierhead 
including clarification of land ownership, review of planning constraints and 
market research. With the change in the economic climate the financial 
viability of the numbers and mix indicated in the 2009 Masterplan needs to be 
reviewed and alternative options considered.

It is recommended that a planning/development brief is produced to test options 
for the Pierhead site, taking into consideration the outcome of this study, and 
the background research carried out by ABC. The development brief would 
follow on from the masterplan, which has been accepted as supplementary 
planning guidance, and would provide more certainty and control to the Council 
and to potential developers on the following key issues:

uses and mix of uses• 
required areas for each of the uses• 
parking• 
access (pedestrian & vehicular)• 
appropriate scale of built form• 
desired quality / materials• 

Information Required Prior to RIBA Stage D 5.2

The following information would be required for the progression of this stage 
and ideally would be obtained prior to commencement.

Traffic Impact Assessment• 
Environmental Impact Assessment if required• 
Flood Risk Assessment• 
Detailed site investigation for relevant areas of Pierhead• 
Confirmation of requirement for formal BREEAM assessment and • 
registeration if necessary

A number of these studies could be carried out in conjunction with other Argyll 
and Bute Council projects in the vicinity to reduce costs and co-ordinate 
strategy.

 Community Consultation5.3 .
Consultation with pool users (club and leisure users) and the wider community 
has not be part of the remit at this stage of the study. It is anticipated that a 
full consultation of the proposals would take place at the next stage (RIBA 
Stage D) and that a formal pre plannning application consultation would be a 
mandatory part of the process.
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The attendees at the Options Selection meeting held at Gareth Hoskins 
Architects offices on 10-08-2010 were as follows;

Helen Ford - Argyll & Bute Council• 
Jim Anderson - Argyll & Bute Council• 
Clare Kemsley - Gareth Hoskins Architects• 
Tim Harland - Gareth Hoskins Architects• 
Paul Mankey - Buro Hapold• 
Bryan McGhee - Gardiner & Theobold• 

Table 1: Criteria Weighting

No. Category Criterion Wt % Wt Notes

Design 8
1 Visual Impact - 

Destination
1.5 36.4% Key client outcome

2 Relationship with 
pier

0.5

3  Quality of 
swimming
experience

3  Key purpose of a 
swimming pool

4 Effectiveness of 
Interior layout

3 Key to achieving 
long term success

Affordability 8  
5 Capital Cost 2 36.4% Cost difference 

associated with 
specific elements of 
each proposal

6 Operating Costs / 
Sustainability

2.5  Long term financial 
impact most 
significant.

7 Revenue
Generating
Potential

2.5 Interrelated with 
operating costs.

8 Impact on Site 
Area

1  

Deliverability 4
9 Planning 1 18.2%
10  Sportscotland 1
11 Buildability 1
12 Relationship to 

wider site
1

Risk 2
13 Forseeable Risks 2 9.1% Risks associated 

with specific 
elements of each 
proposal

Total 22 100 %

Table 1: Criteria Weighting1: :

Prior to the meeting the following criteria were established as relevant to the 
scoring of the two options:

Design
Visual Impact - Destination• 
Relationship with pier• 
Quality of swimming experience• 
Effectiveness of Interior layout• 

Affordability
Capital Cost• 
Operating Costs / Sustainability• 
Revenue Generating Potential• 
Impact on Site Area• 

Deliverability
Planning• 
Sportscotland• 
Buildability• 
Relationship to wider site• 

Risk
Forseeable Risks• 

The first action of the meeting was to establish the weighting of the criteria as 
noted in Table 1.

Criteria
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New Helensburgh Swimming Pool and Leisure Facility
Assessment

After the criteria had been weighted, each option was scored out of six for 
its performance within each of the criteria. This score was multiplied by the 
weighting to give the final score.

Comments outlining the main differences between the alternatives are included 
in the table to the left. In summary the Vault option was thought to provide a 
more dramatic and interesting place for swimming which could be managed 
more effectively, it is however a less standard response and therefore slightly 
more expensive to build with higher heating loads within the pool hall. This 
was felt to be able to be offset by the increased revenue generating potential 
of a unique and distinctive building.

The outcome of the scoring indicated the vault option was the preferred 
alternative and this was supported by those present.

Representations of the two options current at the time of the assessment are 
included on the following pages for reference.

Option Scoring ProcessTable 2: Option Scoring

No. Category Criterion Scoring Weighted 
Scores

Notes

Split Vault Split Vault
Design

1 Visual Impact - Destination 5 5 7.5 7.5 both options have strong visual presence to 
the wider town

2 Relationship with pier 4 5 2.0 2.5 cafe located immediately adjacent to the pier
entrance aligned with pier axis
vault has better office accommodation 
connection to  pier

3  Quality of swimming experience 4 6 12.0 18.0 dramatic form of vault option
immediacy of vault spectator seating

4 Effectiveness of Interior layout 4 6 12.0 18.0 relationship of seating and pool deck in vault  
allows for more flexible use
location of reception in vault preferred - better 
overview
connection between cafe and seating
vault location of splash pool preferred

Affordability
5 Capital Cost 5.5 5 11.0 10.0 <1% increase in overall cost for vault option 

both within cost plan
6 Operating Costs / Sustainability 5.25 5 13.1 12.5 heating load 10 % lower for split option
7 Revenue Generating Potential 5 5.25 12.5 13.1 vault option more of a ‘destination’

increased cafe trade from improved 
connection

8 Impact on Site Area 4 4 4.0 4.0 site area requirements similar
Deliverability

9 Planning 4 4 4.0 4.0 both options considered suitable
10  Sportscotland 5 5 5.0 5.0 both options considered suitable
11 Buildability 4.5 4 4.5 4.0 split structure more straightforward
12 Relationship to wider site 4 4 4.0 4.0 both options provide common good

both options offer statement building to anchor 
site

Risk
13 Forseeable Risks 4.5 4 9.0 8.0 vault layout less common

vault structure requires careful co-ordination

Total 58.75 62.25 100.6 110.6

Table 2: Option Scoring2:
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1.

3.
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1:
2:
3:

View from W Clyde St at pier
Approach along pier
View from west esplanade
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1.

2. & 3.

New Helensburgh Swimming Pool and Leisure Facility
Split Option - External Views

1:
2:
3:

View from sea - south west
‘Cookie Cutter’ rooflight option from pier head
‘Scoop’ rooflight option from pier head
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1.

3.

2.

New Helensburgh Swimming Pool and Leisure Facility
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View from entry
View from cafe
Pool Hall from splash zone - ‘Cookie Cutter’ option

1:
2:
3:
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1. 2. & 3.

New Helensburgh Swimming Pool and Leisure Facility
Split Option - Internal Views

Pool Hall from main pool - ‘Cookie Cutter’ option
Pool Hall from main pool - ‘Scoop’ option
Pool Hall from main pool - ‘Cookie Cutter’ option 
with exposed glu-lam structure

1:
2:
3:
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3. & 4.

1. & 2.

New Helensburgh Swimming Pool and Leisure Facility
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1:
2:
3:
4:

Approach along pier - previous
Approach along pier - developed
View from west esplanade - developed
View from west esplanade - previous
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1.

3.

2.

New Helensburgh Swimming Pool and Leisure Facility
Vault Option - External Views

1:
2:
3:
4:

View from sea - south west - developed
Entrance view
View from pier head
View from sea - south west - previous
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1.

3.2.

New Helensburgh Swimming Pool and Leisure Facility
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View of swimmer access to pool
View from cafe
Pool Hall from splash zone

1:
2:
3:
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1. & 2..

New Helensburgh Swimming Pool and Leisure Facility
Vault Option - Internal Views

Pool Hall from main pool - ‘Cookie Cutter’ option
Pool Hall from main pool - ‘Scoop’ option
Pool Hall from main pool - ‘Cookie Cutter’ option 
with exposed glu-lam structure

1:
2:
3:
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Appendixes

Appendix 2: Structural Engineering Notes for Costing6.2

Design Life6.2.1
The design life of the building shall be 50 years, in accordance with BS 1.
ISO 15686.  All civil & structural engineering components shall have a 
service life of 50 years unless otherwise noted.  Design Working Life of 
50 years to EC0.
Major maintenance of civil & structural engineering components will be 2.
required after 20 years, for example inspection and repair of steelwork 
corrosion protection systems.

Notes for Foundations and Substructure6.2.2
General

The specification of foundations is for cost plan purposes only and is 3.
based on desk study data provided in the Helensburgh Pier Head Desk 
Study Report (URS, July 2008), the existing BGS borehole information on 
the site, and the records from trial pits undertaken in July 2010.
All concrete works are to be in accordance with BS EN 1992 and the 4.
National Structural Concrete Specification.
50mm of concrete blinding to be provided beneath all reinforced concrete 5.
in contact with ground.
Grade of concrete to BS8500:6.
Blinding             GEN1• 
Piles (minimum for durability)      C35/45• 
Foundations, basement slabs & walls, lift pits C35/45• 
Ground slabs           C35/45• 

Based on the ground investigation data to date, concrete in contact with the 
ground (below tanking / DPM) should be designed to exposure classes XC3/4, 
XS3, XA(AC-2/DC-2).

All reinforcement to be grade B500 to BS4449, Type H to BS8666.7.
The basement areas, lift pits below ground slab level, and all ground floor 8.
slabs below the external ground level shall employ a tanking membrane 
(type A protection), in conjunction with waterproof concrete with additives 
e.g. Xypex (Type B protection), to resist the ingress of groundwater and 
damp and provide a grade 2 environment to BS8102.
The ground floor slabs at the level of the external ground shall employ a 9.
damp proof membrane to resist the ingress of water vapour. 
The lowest level slabs, and basement retaining walls, shall employ a 10.
continuous gas protection membrane, in conjunction with a granular 

venting layer under the slab & outside the basement walls, to protect the 
building from ground gas. 

Excavation and filling
All material excavated from the site to be removed from site and 11.
disposed of appropriately. Waste acceptance criteria to be undertaken 
by contractor to confirm waste category. At this stage, based on limited 
information from trial pits, allow for disposal of waste in categories 
hazardous / nonhazardous / inert in the ratios 10% / 20% / 70%.
Clean material to be imported for backfilling excavations and for granular 12.
bases / venting layers under structures.
No excavation to take place within 1m of the back of the sea walls / rock 13.
embankments shown on the drawings.  Use temporary earth retention 
as required to construct substructure adjacent to existing sea protection. 
Temporary earth retention likely to comprise sheet piles for the length of 
the building adjacent to sea walls.
The existing car park areas shown on the drawings are to remain open 14.
at all times during construction works.  Use temporary earth retention 
as required to construct substructure adjacent to existing car park. 
Temporary earth retention likely to comprise sheet piles for the length of 
the building adjacent to car parks.
Underground obstructions comprising timber and reinforced concrete 15.
may be present.  Remove obstructions encountered during excavations 
to allow construction of substructure.  Pre-dig at pile locations to remove 
significant obstructions in the surface layers.
Groundwater has been encountered within 1m of the surface on the 16.
site, and is expected to be saline and to have tidal variations.  Allow for 
dewatering of excavations.

Foundations, basements and lift pits
Foundations to comprise piles bored into the rock, to resist gravity loads 17.
and uplift from flotation.  600 diameter, 11m total length with 3m rock 
socket, bored cast-in-situ piles with 100kg/m³ reinforcement, to provide 
2000kN compression SWL when spaced at 2m or greater centres.  
Tension piles 600 dia, 20m total length with 15m rock socket with 200kg/
m³ stainless steel reinforcement to provide 1000kN tension SWL when 
spaced at 5m or greater centres.   Piles constructed using appropriate 

metal casing to rockhead, and support fluid, for construction below saline 
water table.  Approx. 90No. compression piles, 30 No. tension piles.

Piles placed near existing pier to use suitable construction methods to 18.
avoid damage to, or movement of, the pier structure and foundations.
Underground obstructions are anticipated to be present, comprising 19.
reinforced concrete, concrete and timber piles, and boulders in natural 
deposits.  Bored piles to be constructed in the specified locations, using 
chisel or coring bits to break though obstructions encountered which can 
not be excavated due to depth or groundwater.  Allow for 5% of piles 
to encounter obstructions which can not be cored/chiselled and require 
the piles to be moved.  Allow for resultant increased pilecap sizes to 
accommodate moved piles.
Estimated density of reinforcement in pilecaps and ground beams is 20.
180kg/m³. An allowance of 20% has been made in this estimate for laps.
All lift pits are to be formed in reinforced concrete, and to be continuous 21.
with the ground slab.
Estimated density of reinforcement in basement and lift pit walls and 22.
slabs is 220kg/m³. An allowance of 15% is included for laps.
Pit depths, sump requirements and internal dims tbc by others. 23.
Concrete within building to be designed to exposure class XC3/4 24.
generally.  Additional durability class XD3 for concrete in pool hall and 
pool plant rooms.

Ground Slabs
The ground slabs are designed as suspended, supported on pilecaps 25.
and ground beams.  250 thick slabs with an estimated density of 
reinforcement of 200kg/m³ (including 15% laps).
All concrete slabs are to have a basic type U1 finish, suitable for the 26.
application of further finishes.
The ground slab shall be continuous without movement joints, with 27.
shrinkage cracks controlled to an appropriate level by the design of the 
reinforcement.

Steelwork below ground level
All surfaces of steelwork below ground should be prepared by blast 28.
cleaning to grade SA2.5 specified in BS7079: Part A1, painted with 80 
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microns of zinc phosphate epoxy primer and encased in 100mm of grade 
C28/35 concrete reinforced with D49 wrapping mesh. The steelwork, 
base plate and bolts are to be encased.

Notes for Masonry6.2.3
All masonry is to be in accordance with BS EN 1996.29.
Movement joints are to be provided in blockwork at a maximum of 8 30.
metre centres. All movement joints are to be tied at 450mm vertical 
centres with stainless steel movement joint ties with de-bonding sleeves.
Masonry panels in external walls and significant internal walls will require 31.
windposts for stability.  All windposts will be stainless steel, as they 
will be inaccessible in the completed building. Windposts will be either 
proprietary products, or purpose made steelwork.
The DPC, DPM, tanking and insulation is to be specified by others.32.
Blockwork above DPC to have a minimum density of 1500kg/m² and 33.
a minimum compressive strength of 7N/mm². The blockwork is to be 
set in class (iii) mortar.  Manual handling guidance limits block size to 
440x215x100 for standard dense blocks, or 440x215x140 for midweight 
(1500kg/m²) blocks – use multiple leafs of blocks for walls required to be 
greater than 140 thick.
Provide bed joint reinforcement in the outer leaf of the external wall in the 34.
first three courses above the DPC and in the first two bed joints above 
openings extending 1500mm each side of the opening.
Stainless steel ties between inner and outer leafs of blockwork walls at 35.
900 horizontal and 450 vertical centres.

Notes for Superstructure Concrete6.2.4
General

The specification of concrete elements is for cost plan purposes only.36.
All concrete works are to be in accordance with BS EN 1992 and the 37.
National Structural Concrete Specification 
Grade of concrete:38.
Insitu concrete for ground floor slabs over basements C35/45• 
Insitu concrete for lift cores    C32/40• 
Precast concrete for permanent formwork planks To precast • 
manufacturer’s choice, min. C32/40
Insitu topping for planks    C28/35• 
Insitu topping for metal deck floors   C28/35• 

Insitu concrete
 Insitu concrete suspended slabs for ground floors over basement areas, 39.
and lids to cores.  Flat slabs / slab and beam, reinforcement estimate 
250kg/m³ including laps.
Insitu concrete to metal deck floors, reinforced with one layer of mesh 40.
and with additional straight bar reinforcement for longitudinal shear 
over composite beams, and U bars at slab edges.  Total reinforcement 
estimate 95kg/m³ including laps. 
Insitu concrete lift core walls, with cast-ins for connections to steelwork.41.
Reinforcement estimate 190kg/m³ including laps.

Precast concrete elements
Precast concrete Omnia planks by Hansen, or similar, to be provided 42.
as permanent formwork for suspended slabs over areas with damp or 
corrosive environment (pool plant and wet changing). Planks to be 50mm 
thick and to have a minimum bearing of 60mm on to the top flange of 
the supporting structure.  100mm insitu concrete topping over the planks 
generally reinforced with one layer of mesh, with additional straight bar 
reinforcement for longitudinal shear over composite beams, and U bars at 
slab edges. Total reinforcement estimate 130 kg/m³ including laps.
Precast, pre-stressed concrete lintels by Robeslee, or similar, to be 43.
provided above openings in blockwork walls.  Type K9 lintels (215x100) 
typically, for openings up to 3m.
All cills, copings and other non-structural precast elements to be specified 44.

by others. 

Finishes
Upper floor slabs generally are to be have a type U2 floated finish, 45.
suitable for the application of finishes as specified by the Architect.

Notes for Steel Frame
All steelwork is to be in accordance with BS EN 1993 and the National 46.
Structural Steelwork Specification.
All rolled steel sections used as beams are to be grade S275 to BS EN 47.
10025.  Rolled section columns to be S355.  All hollow sections to be 
grade S355 to BS EN 10210.  The toughness grade will vary depending 
on the location and thickness of the sections, and the connection details 
– assume S275JR / S355JR / S355J0H generally, for internal steelwork.  
External steelwork (canopy over café) to be grade S275J0 / S355J2H 
generally.
Preparation and painting of steelwork: Paint protection system to 48.
steelwork generally to CIRIA 174 Specification I-4: Blast clean to Sa 
2.5, 125um shop applied epoxy primer/finish.  Colour to Architect’s 
requirements.
Preparation and painting of steelwork over pool, pool plant rooms, 49.
and wet changing: Paint protection system to steelwork generally to 
Corus system S2: Blast clean to Sa 2.5, 60um shop applied zinc rich 
epoxy primer, 200um shop applied epoxy MIO intermediate in 2 coats, 
60um site applied aliphatic polyurethane finish .  Colour to Architect’s 
requirements.
The top flanges of all beams composite with the concrete slab are to be 50.
left unpainted.
One hour fire protection is required for all steelwork.  Fire protective 51.
intumescent paintwork to all steelwork, to be compatible with corrosion 
protection paintwork.
All bolts to be grade 8.8 in accordance with BS 3692, BS 4190 for hex 52.
bolts and BS4604 for HSFG bolts, UNO.
Bolts to be grade 8.8 generally, HSFG bolts to be used in all trusses and 53.
moment connections.
All steelwork connections are to be designed by the steelwork 54.
subcontractor unless otherwise provided. Factored reactions, moments 
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and loads will be given on the tender drawings. All connections are to 
have a minimum of 4 no. M20 grade 8.8 bolts.
All welds to be a minimum of 6millimetre fillet welds, UNO.55.
All end plates to be a minimum of 10mm thick.56.
Shear studs to be welded to all beams supporting structural slabs.  Studs 57.
to be 100mm high, 19mm diameter, headed shear studs at 150mm 
centres unless noted otherwise.
Steel weight estimates are provided as follows.  The estimates include 58.
columns and bracing on the level below.  These are estimates based 
on available information and may change as the design progresses.
Suitable allowances should be made for truss fabrication, moment 
connections, architectural detailing, and the costs of hollow sections.

Location Steelwork Weight estimate
First floor Rolled sections with welded 

shear studs for composite action.  
Moment connections with HSFG 
bolts to form cantilevers at edge 
of building and at connections to 
pool hall vault. Hollow section wall 
bracing.

 85 kg/m² plan

Roof – beams Rolled sections without shear studs, 
and hollow section plan bracing.  
Simply supported connections.

65 kg/m² plan

Roof - trusses Trusses fabricated from rolled 
sections with welded or HSFG 
bolted connections.

 70 kg/m² plan

Perimeter If 1st to Roof level cladding is tiles 
adhered to blockwork, rather than 
a lightweight rainscreen system, 
then additional hot rolled primary 
steelwork and additional stainless 
steel blockwork support & restraint 
steelwork

20t hot rolled
10t stainless 
steel

An allowance for the weight of steel in connections should be made.  A 59.

recommended allowance at this stage is 20% for truss and moment 
connections, and 10% for all other connections.
Secondary steelwork will be required for cladding details, services fixings, 60.
blockwork restraints, etc. – an allowance of 10% of the primary steelwork 
weight is recommended at this stage.
Stairs to be formed using steel channel stringers, with metal plate treads 61.
/ half landings with concrete infill.  Balustrades to stairs and landings to 
employ hollow section steel framing.  A steelwork allowance of 10% of 
the primary steelwork weight is recommended at this stage to cover stair 
structure.

Floor & roof decking
Composite metal deck floors with insitu concrete topping to all areas of 62.
floor not noted as precast soffit.  Ward Multideck 60 0.9 gauge.
Structural roof deck to roof other than pool hall.  Corus D200 galvanised 63.
deck spanning between beams at max 4m centres and supporting 18 ply 
and roof builldup to architect’s details.

Notes for Timber6.2.5
Roof to pool hall to be formed using curved glulam arches with stainless 64.
steel head and base connections.  Secondary structure of engineered 
timber joists supporting curved plywood decks.  All timber to be FSC 
certified.  Glulam to be grade GL24c, engineered joists to be Kerto-S or 
similar, plywood to be class 3 (exterior grade) to BS EN 636. 
All structural timber and plywood is to have preservative treatment to suit 65.
Use Class 2 to BS EN 335-1:2006 and WPA Commodity Specification 
C8.  All structural timber is Service factor C as defined by the WPA.  The 
base of glulam arches (below first floor level) to have treatment to suit 
Use Class 3.
Exposed timber may require treatment to control surface spread of flame 66.
– refer to architect’s specification.
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Appendix 3: Structural Sketches6.3
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Appendix 4: Renewable Energy Assessment6.4

Leisure centres are large consumers of both thermal and electrical energy 
due to their size, long hours of occupation and specialist facilities such as 
swimming pools and washing facilities. There are a significant number of 
areas where low and zero carbon (LZC) technologies could be included in 
order to reduce the energy consumption without compromising a comfortable 
internal environment or its many functions.

The reasons for adopting such technologies are not just limited to those 
associated with reducing harmful emissions to our environment. The recent 
hike in both gas and electricity prices is likely to continue year on year as 
resources continue to decrease while global demand increases. Therefore any 
medium to long term cost strategy would benefit hugely from a consideration 
of such technologies which typically attract a higher capital cost than 
conventional technologies but would reduce any applicable charges such as 
those associated with carbon tax and the climate change levy. Grants and 
operational financial incentives also make renewable energy systems more 
attractive in terms of shorter paybacks.

The feasibility of the LZC technologies should be assessed against the 
following criteria:

Capital cost - the cost of purchasing and installing the technology.• 
Long term financial viability - the simple payback period, the cost savings • 
per year and the security of fuel supply .
Practicality - the operation and maintenance requirements• 
CO• 2 emissions - the  scale of CO2 emission savings .
Physical impact - the effect of the technology on its surroundings, • 
including visual and noise issues.
Space requirements - the spatial impact of the technology and installation• 
From an initial screening exercise, the following LZC technologies are • 
considered appropriate for Helensburgh Pool.

1: Mean, Lean Green pyramid
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Biomass boiler system6.4.1

Biomass describes a number of naturally occurring materials which can be 
classed as either dry biomass or wet biomass. Dry biomass describes a fuel 
which originates from sources such as woody wastes, local energy crops or 
dry wastes from commercial processes and is burnt directly to provide heat. 
Wet biomass describes an organic waste material which originates from 
sources such as plant wastes, waste foods and human or animal effluents. The 
most appropriate method of treating wet organic wastes is through anaerobic 
digestion, which produces a biogas which can be burnt to produce heat in the 
same way as natural gas. 

The most common source of dry biomass is wood in the form of logs, chips or 
pellets where the latter is formed through the compression of fine wood chips 
in order to produce a fuel with a higher energy density. Wood chip and pellet 
boilers provide a level of control very similar to conventional gas boilers but 
require fuel storage space, additional plant room space and a higher level 
of maintenance. At present there are few providers of wood pellet fuel in the 
UK, however with the current growth in this industry in Scotland, significant 
expansion in this area is expected in the very near future. 

Because of their similar properties to fossil fuels, such as oil and natural gas, 
biofuels are able to be stored and used when required, so providing a level 
of adaptability that may be essential in this development. This adaptability 
also allows them to complement other renewable forms of energy that are 
intermittent, such as wind and solar.

Biomass boilers are considered a zero carbon emission technology because 
as much carbon is absorbed during the growth of the fuel as is released when it 
is burned.  While the use of a biomass boiler can reduce the carbon emissions 
of the building, it tends to increase the running costs as biomass fuel tends to 
be of a higher unit cost than gas and burner efficiencies are lower.

The biomass market is not mature in this country and will therefore carry an 
element of increased risk.

The following points summarise some major difficulties which are likely to 
restrict the use of biomass boilers on this development. 
1. availability of space for the biomass fuel storage of up to 100m³
2. the increased plant room space requirements for the biomass boiler and 
the fuel delivery system
3. the access space required for large lorries making fuel deliveries 

Biomass has the potential to be used at Helensburgh Pool, but would require 
careful coordination and design at an early stage to incorporate the space 
take and access requirements.
At this early stage it is anticipated that a circa 350kW biomass boiler would be 
required for the development to meet the primary ventilation load and domestic 
hot water demand, although this is subject to design development and further 
investigation at the next stage of the project. 

It should be noted that additional plant space in the order of 40 m² would be 
required to house a biomass boiler and ancillary plant and in addition a below 
ground fuel store in the order of 100 m³.

1:
2:

Biomass Principles
Wood Chips for Biomass
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Heat Pumps6.4.2

Heat pumps exploit the principle of thermodynamics to concentrate the low 
temperature heat contained within our surroundings (air, ground or sea) into 
heat at a useful temperature. They are high in capital cost but once installed 
require the minimum of maintenance and have a long useful life. 

For this size of application, heat pumps commonly extract their source heat 
from the ground using long heat absorbing pipes or coils where pipes are 
positioned vertically, deep into the earth (> 100m). In order to transport the 
heat, external energy is needed to drive the heat pump. Electrical powered 
heat pumps, for heating buildings, typically supply 100 kWh of heat with just 
25-33 kWh of electricity (working at maximum efficiency). 

A second type of heat pump utilises the ambient air as its heat source and 
uses a piece of hardware which resembles a conventional air conditioning unit 
and can be located on the outer façade of the building.

Due to the relatively low temperature provided by the heat pump process 
(limited to about 40 degrees centigrade), the output from the heat pump is 
best utilised in an under floor heating system, where the large surface area 
allows the energy to be transferred efficiently.

Although heat pumps are low maintenance and have a long useful life, capital 
costs are high and are unlikely to be repaid.  Additionally the relatively low 
temperature output available from a heat pump would require larger plant 
to transfer the heat effectively if used to heat the pool area.  Since heating 
the swimming pool represents a large proportion of the energy consumed by 
the centre, a heat pump system could not be seen as the primary means of 
providing heat.

Air source heat pump(s) may be an attractive option for heating non-pool 
areas, such as the fitness studio and offices.  In these spaces the heat pump 
could be used for space heating in the winter and the same plant reversed 
to provide cooling in the summer.  The size of the system(s) will be further 
investigated at the next stage of the project, at such times as building heat 
loads have been analysed in greater detail.

1:
2:

Heat pump principles
Example of Heat Pump
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CHP systems are ideally suited to developments such as leisure centres where 
there are large thermal and electrical loads all year round. The economics of 
CHP depend strongly on the tariffs paid for gas and electricity and the duration 
of its operation throughout the year. The latter of these depends ultimately on 
the size of CHP unit installed.

Under a Discounted Energy Purchase option a CHP specialist would supply 
and maintain the plant at no capital cost to the leisure centre. The centre 
would pay for the incoming gas, and the electricity produced would be sold 
to the centre at a discounted rate.  All heat generated would be available at 
no charge.  This scheme would offer the same carbon emission reductions 
without capital investment, but fuel cost would remain roughly the same as a 
conventional system.

At this early stage it is anticipated that a circa 250kW (thermal) CHP unit 
would be required for the development, although this is subject to design 
development and further investigation at the next stage of the project. The 
sizing will be led by ‘run hours’ for the unit.

It should be noted that additional plant space in the order of 20 m² would be 
required to house a CHP unit.

Combined Heat and Power (CHP)6.4.3

Combined heat and power (CHP) is the generation of thermal and electrical 
energy in a single process which makes optimum use of the calorific value 
of the fuel. When use is made of both forms of energy, CHP installations can 
achieve an energy conversion efficiency of at least 80%. This compares very 
favourably with conventional power stations, which provide electricity at the 
point of use at an efficiency of only about 40%. CHP systems are often defined 
by the prime mover used for power generation. These are typically in the form 
of spark ignition engines, gas turbines, Stirling engines or fuel cells. Ignition 
engines typically do not suffer as much of a performance loss as turbines 
when their capacity drops off. 

CHP is not a renewable energy but provides large efficiency improvements and 
carbon reductions over traditional supply methods and the energy produced is 
therefore exempt from climate change levy.

For CHP to prove economic there needs to be a consistent base heat and 
power load within the building requiring the unit to run for a minimum of 4400 
hours per year.  Helensburgh Pool will have a large year-round demand for 
both heating and electricity which makes it an ideal candidate for CHP.  

A CHP unit would be sized to match the base energy load in order that it 
operates for the maximum amount of time and thus recover the investment 
more quickly. They are sequenced as the lead boiler, with conventional 
boilers providing additional heating during variations above base demand. 
The running of a CHP unit reduces the amount of electricity purchased from 
an electricity company, and may reduce maximum demand charges under 
certain supply tariffs. Excess electricity can be sold to the grid, although it is 
rarely economic to do so. 

1:
2:

Combined Heat & Power Principles
Combined Heat & Power Example
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Solar Thermal6.4.4

Solar thermal collectors absorb energy from the sun (direct, diffuse and 
reflected solar energy) and transfer it to a working fluid (such as water) which 
transports the captured heat to where it can be usefully integrated into the 
buildings heating or hot water system.

These collectors operate most effectively during the summer when solar 
irradiance is at a maximum but do provide a degree of energy all year round. 
Solar collectors work best in pre-heating applications where the captured 
thermal energy is typically used to pre-heat water an immersion tank. 

There are two common types of solar collector; evacuated tubes and the 
cheaper but less efficient flat plate collector. The efficiency of solar collectors 
is affected by external temperatures, with the less efficient modules losing 
large amounts of heat during cold conditions. 

Additional benefits of solar collectors are their ability to be integrated within 
a roof; consequently the impact of their capital cost could be off-set against 
some of the capital spend on roof materials. Solar collectors can also have a 
positive visual impact.

A 200 m² array of evacuated tube collectors would cost in the region of 
£220,000, excluding main hot water tanks.  It would seem unlikely to payback 
without grants or operational financial incentives to reduce the capital cost. 
The financial feasibility of the system will be dependant on the uptake of the 
Renewable Heat Incentive (RHi), which is described elsewhere in this report. 
The use of a solar thermal system will be further investigated at the next 
stage of the project. It should be noted that suitable south facing roof space 
will be required for the array, with permanent roof access for maintenance 
purposes.

Wind Turbines 6.4.5

The location of the development in coastal area suggests that there could be 
sufficient wind resource to employ wind turbines to serve the development. 
These range from small scale building mounted units to medium scale units, 
generally in the range of 10 - 15m in height. Wind speeds require to be in 
excess of 5m/s (at rotor height) for turbines to be feasible.

The electrical energy for a wind turbine (or series of turbines) could be fed 
back into the building to offset grid electricity use. 

In order to establish the feasibility of wind turbines for Helensburgh Pool it 
would be necessary to carry out on-site data logging of wind speeds, however, 
it should be noted that thermal energy technologies are seen as a better option 
for a leisure centre.

1:
2:

Solar Thermal principles
Wind Turbines
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Solar Photo Voltaic Array6.4.6

Solar photo voltaic (PV) arrays convert energy from the sun (direct, diffuse and 
reflected solar energy) into electricity. Solar modules can be integrated into 
the building fabric to provide a renewable source of power that doubles up as 
a fully functioning element of the building such as a window or solar shading 
device, reducing hardware costs.  They are also a highly visible sustainable 
technology.

PV modules can be constructed from mono-crystalline, poly-crystalline or 
amorphous silicon cells which typically range in efficiency between 10-20% 
respectively.

Unlike the performance of solar thermal collectors, PV panels lose efficiency 
in warm ambient conditions. This effect can be seen as a benefit in building 
applications with the surrounding hot air being used for air preheating or for 
producing a buoyancy effect that can assist with natural ventilation. 

For a fixed solar array (i.e one which does not track the sun’s path), the 
maximum amount of electricity will be generated from a non shaded, south 
facing array which is sloped at between 30 and 40 degrees from the horizontal. 
Slight deviations from this optimum orientation and tilt angle will result in only 
small reductions in the overall electricity yield. 

The solar resource in Scotland is documented as being over 900kWh/m²/year 
on a South facing surface inclined at 30 degrees from the horizontal. 

PV costs vary enormously depending on the PV material, its application 
and the installation size. Typically modules having an efficiency of 15% 
use Monocrystalline cells which for this application could be mounted into 

aluminium framed, weatherproof modules. Hardware and installation costs for 
this type of technology are typically in the region of £9,000 per installed kW 
which would be around 10m² of modules. 

The greatest energy demand within a leisure centre is thermal (heating 
and hot water) as opposed to electrical. On this basis, PV is not considered 
feasible for the Helensburgh Pool development. In addition, because of the 
small amount of energy produced this technology it would not have a financial 
payback, even should financing schemes be available.

1:
2:

Solar PV Principles
Solar PV Example
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Green Energy Strategy Options6.4.7

Based on the preliminary review of low and zero carbon technologies 
appropriate to the development, the following options are considered feasible. 
These options will be further analysed at the next stage of the project, with the 
best option be taken forward within the detailed design. Additional plant space 
considerations discussed previously in this report should be noted for each 
technology. High level advantages and disadvantages for each option have 
also been noted below.

Note that it is assumed rainwater harvesting will be included in the scheme 
whatever the chosen LZC option. 

In addition, an air source heat pump system (or multiple systems) could be 
used to serve non-pool areas, such as the fitness studio and offices. This 
could be included in addition to any of the four options presented to the left, 
subject to a review of the thermal requirements of these spaces at the next 
stage of the project.

LZC Strategy Option Advantages Disadvantages
1. Biomass Heating Minimises fossil fuel (gas) use• 

Provides security of supply (with sufficient on site fuel • 
storage)
Minimal carbon emissions related to biomass• 

Requires availability of space for the biomass fuel storage of • 
up to 100m³
Increased plant room space requirements for the biomass • 
boiler and the fuel delivery system
Significant access space required for large arctic lorries • 
making fuel deliveries
Uncertainty over future fuel prices and supply availability• 
Use of biomass system requires to be approved by the local • 
planning department

2. Biomass Heating 
+ Solar Thermal Hot 
Water (STMHW)

Minimises fossil fuel use• 
Provides security of supply (with sufficient on site fuel • 
storage)
Minimal carbon emissions related to biomass• 
STMHW helps reduce energy costs  associated with large • 
hot water loads within leisure centre

Requires availability of space for the biomass fuel storage of • 
up to 50m³
Increased plant room space requirements for the biomass • 
boiler and the fuel delivery system
Significant access space required for large lorries making • 
fuel deliveries
Uncertainty over future fuel prices and supply availability• 
Use of biomass system requires to be approved by the local • 
planning department
Suitable south facing roof space required for STMHW • 
panels, with permanent access for maintenance

3. CHP Large reduction in carbon emissions, through efficient use of • 
gas
Majority of electricity for the buildings can be generated on-• 
site
Potential to engage an ESCo to procure and run the system, • 
hence reducing Client risk

Payback period is sensitive to the ratio of gas to electricity • 
rate
Client buy in required to accept risks associated with any • 
ESCo contract and terms

4. CHP + Solar Thermal 
Hot Water

Large reduction in carbon emissions, through efficient use of • 
gas

Majority of electricity for the buildings can be generated on-site
Potential to engage an ESCo to procure and run the system, 
hence reducing Client risk
STMHW helps reduce energy costs  associated with large hot 
water loads within leisure centre

Payback period is sensitive to the ratio of gas to electricity • 
rate

Client buy in required to accept risks associated with any ESCo 
contract and terms
Suitable south facing roof space required for STMHW panels
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Appendix 5: Utilities Information6.5

Generally, as the new pool is being located close to an existing pool of a 
similar scale, it is not anticipated that significant utility capacity problems will 
exist. However it is suggested that a contingency be maintained for network 
reinforcement measures should they be required at the next phase, once 
quotations and accurate loads are in place at the next design stage.

Power6.5.1
The building’s maximum demand is predicted at 300kVA. This is on the limit of 
requiring a dedicated substation, hence a packaged utility substation should 
be allowed at this stage, subject to confirmation from Scottish Power that it 
can be removed at the next stage.

Voice and Data6.5.2
New voice and data services will be terminated in patch panels. A fibre 
connection will be provided to the existing Argyll and Bute Council network. 
This connection shall be provided by Argyll and Bute Council. Additional 
redcare lines, lift monitoring and public telephones are likely to be required. 
Sufficient ducts leaving the building will be allowed for future proofing. Again, 
there are already existing BT telecoms provision serving the existing pool.

Gas6.5.3
A 1400kW gas supply (worst case) is required for the centre. This load will serve 
boilers, CHP and the kitchen area (100kW). This load may be substantially 
reduced (by approx 500kW) if biomass boilers are incorporated into the 
scheme. A gas meter will be housed at the site boundary, to accommodate 
a peak flow of 130m³/hr. This may require network strengthening in the local 
area. The local gas shipper will be contacted at the next phase in order to 
obtain a quotation for the works and to confirm that there is sufficient capacity. 
There is currently a 180mm pipe serving the existing pool. 

Water6.5.4
A peak flowrate of 4 l/s is required from the site infrastructure to provide 
reasonable fill time for pools etc. Cold water storage tanks will spread this 
demand over the day. Incoming water meter will be located in an underground 
metering chamber at the site boundary. A fire fighting supply will be required to 
hydrants located near to the building. This may require network strengthening 
in the local area, potentially back to West Clyde Street. 

Drainage Discharge6.5.5
The drainage outfall point for foul sewerage and chlorinated water is anticipated 
as being the same as the existing outfall to the north west of the site. This may 
require to continue attenuation of chlorinated water using a buried tank to 
the outside of the building. The size of the tank will be confirmed at detailed 
design stage. It is also anticipating that a pumping station will be necessary for 
foul and chlorinated flows due to the increased distance to the outfall.
It should be assumed that this stage that a significant backwash attenuation 
tank is required (possibly as large as 100m³).

Diversions6.5.6
It is not anticipated that major diversions are required, as the proposed site is 
currently utilised for car parking.

Operation & Maintenance Implications6.5.7
The client should be aware that any limits on the drainage discharge means 
that the discharge from backwashing of filters will all have to be stored on 
site until it can be discharged gradually overnight. The current maintenance 
regimes should be investigated at the next stage – for example backwashing 
all filters on the one day would mean that a provision of 100m³ of drainage 
retention would be required. We would suggest that a revised maintenance 
regime be adopted, as per previous discussions with Argyll and Bute Council, 
that would involve only two filters being backwashed in any particular day. 
This would still allow twice weekly backwashing of filters during the peak 
season but allow the total stored volume to reduce significantly. This should 
be developed with the Council at the next design phase.

1:
2:

Facing Page:
Utility Strategy
BT Openreach
Drainage
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Appendix 6: Mechanical & Electrical Design Criteria6.6

External temperature & Relative Humidity6.6.1
The decision on external design conditions is influenced by the acceptable 
level of risk in maintaining the desired internal environment. 

Recommendation for external temperature and humidity design criteria:

Winter 
The design will be based on an external temperature of –4°C, 100% RH 
(1% mean annual exceedance, CIBSE Guide A(2006) Section 2 Figure 2.4)

Summer
The design will be based on an external temperature of 24°C db/19°C wb.
(0.4% mean annual exceedance CIBSE Guide A (2006) Section 2 Table 2.6)

Infiltration Rate6.6.2
We would assume, for heat load calculation purposes, an air infiltration rate 
of 0.5 ac/hr. 

This is a peak load for heat loss calculations, the mean annual load will be 
less. Particular spaces (e.g. entrance area, completely internal spaces) will be 
assessed separately. The overall target air tightness is described elsewhere 
in this report.

Internal Relative Humidity6.6.4
The CIBSE recommends a relative humidity (RH) range of 40-70% within 
buildings.

For naturally ventilated spaces a swing in humidity conditions is characteristic 
of the design. At the design temperatures appropriate to sedentary occupancy 
the RH should be above 40%; in these areas during the winter, uncontrolled RH 
levels will be as low as 30% which is acceptable for short periods of time. 

The building generally will not receive specific relative humidity control, as 
any cooling provided will be comfort cooling only. There will be a swing in 
relative humidity as external conditions vary. This is common practice and it is 
expected that this will be acceptable.

The wet areas of the building are, naturally, more susceptible to high humidity 
levels and the mechanical systems are designed to limit the peak humidity to 
70%, while looking to generally maintain them to 60%.

Internal Temperature6.6.3
In winter design temperatures are selected that will represent the minimum 
temperature to be achieved in a space. The temperature is clearly a function of 
use – an occupied space for instance requires a higher temperature for comfort 
than an unoccupied store where fabric protection is the only necessity. 
In summer, either a range of temperatures are presented if mechanical cooling 
is present or the internal temperature is a function of the external temperature, 
assuming minimum air temperatures are reached. Generally, the aim would 
be to not exceed 3°C above external ambient in occupied spaces. 

Room/Area Winter dry resultant 
temperature range 
(°C), all value +/- 2°C

Summer dry resultant 
temperature range 
(°C), all value +/- 1.5°C

Pool Hall 2 °C above water 
temperature to a 

maximum of 30°C

2 °C above water 
temperature to a 
maximum of 30°C

Wet Changing Rooms 24 Uncontrolled
Fitness Suite / Dance 12-18 * 18-22 *
Dry Changing (incl. Staff 
change), First Aid

23 Uncontrolled

Offices / Meeting Rooms 
/Youth area

21 Naturally ventilated

Toilets (outwith changing 
areas)

19 Uncontrolled

Circulation / Foyer 19 Naturally ventilated
Café 21 Naturally ventilated
Kitchen 18 Uncontrolled
Plant Areas 10 Uncontrolled
Hub Room 18 24

Internal Summer and Winter Dry Bulb Temperatures - CIBSE Guide A (2006) 
Section 1 Table 1.5, CIBSE Guide G Section 7.9, Sports Council
* Variable, depending upon sports usage
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Building Services Acoustics6.6.6
Most of the noise to which the criteria below are designed to apply comes from 
services plant and equipment. Many of the rooms do not have mechanical 
plant and these criteria will not necessarily apply.

Room type NR level
Pool Hall NR 40-50
Fitness Suite / Dance NR 40
Changing Rooms / WCs NR 45
Offices / Staff areas NR 35
Reception / Circulation / Cafe NR40
Kitchen NR 50

Internal Noise Criteria (CIBSE Guide A (2006) Section 1 Tables 1.5)

Noise levels from building services on external louvres fronting towards the 
Leisure Centre should be limited to 45dB(A).

Occupancy, Activity & Heat Emission6.6.7
The internal space allocation has been established by the architect.. A base 
occupancy of 7am-10.30pm weekdays, 9am-7.30pm at the weekend has 
been identified for the centre. It is recognised that certain spaces, particularly 
the leisure and teaching pools, will be open for less than this.

Activity and typical application Total, sensible and latent heat 
emission (Watts) for stated 
application and dry bulb 
temperature for average adult 
male

Seated, light-moderate work – café, 
office

140

Moderate dancing 265
Athletics 585

Heat Emissions from an Average Adult Male (CIBSE Guide A (2006) Section 
6, Table 6.3

Ventilation Rates6.6.5
The following tables detail the minimum ventilation rates for areas where 
ventilation can be effectively controlled, i.e. mechanically ventilated areas. 
Naturally ventilated areas will require more analysis at Stage D, although 
estimated window opening areas have been included on the ventilation 
sketches.

Room type Air supply rate Air extract rate Filtration grade
Conventional / 
Teaching Pool

15 l/s/m² wetted 
area

10% > supply G3

Leisure Pool 15 l/s/m² wetted 
area

10% > supply G3

Fitness Suite / 
Dance

10 ac/hr or 30l/s/
pers

10% < supply G3-F5

Changing Areas / 
WCs

6-10 ac/hr 6-10 ac/hr G3

Offices / 
Café / other 
mechanically
ventilated areas

12 l/s/pers typical n/a n/a

Kitchen 80% of extract 
(includes Café 
makeup air)

To suit equipment, 
circa 30 ac/hr

G3

Internal Fresh Air Rates (CIBSE Guide A (2006) Section 1 table 1.5, Sports 
Council)
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Pool Hall Criteria6.6.9
Following discussions with Argyll and Bute Council, the filtration criteria 
are as follows (please also refer to pool filtration specification produced by 
Buro Happold in conjunction with ABC for the original scheme which is still 
applicable):

Criteria Main Pool Teaching Pool Splash area
Pool Area (m²) 313 133 70
Pool Depth (m) 1.1 – 2m Moveable floor Variable
Water 
Temperature (oC)

28 29 29

Water Turnover 
rate (hrs)

2.8 1 0.8

Pool Heating rate 
(oC/hr)

0.5 0.5 0.5

Filtration Advanced Filter Media (AFM)
Disinfectant HTH Chlorine Pellets
Chemical Dosing Dosing systems and equipment as per other Council run 

pools
No addition of Ozone or Ultraviolet at the council’s 
request

Occupancy and cooling loads6.6.8

Room type Occupant Density for 
Ventilation / Cooling

Small Power load for 
Cooling

Fitness Suite 1 pers / 5 m² 25 W/m² 
Dance / Multi use 1 pers / 5 m² 15 W/m² 
Server room n/a 400 W/m²
Offices 1 pers / 10 m² 25 W/m²
Foyer 1 pers / 5 m² 5 W/m² 
Cafe 1 pers / 2 m² 5 W/m²

Lighting6.6.10
The following illuminance levels match the agreed levels from the original 
scheme. These were developed with the client, and using CIBSE and Sports 
Council guidelines, to match the level of sports that were envisaged in each 
space.

Room/space Maintained
illuminance (lux)

Standard of 
Competition

Pool Hall 300 Club / County Level
Wet Changing Rooms 100 n/a
Fitness Suite / Dance 300 n/a
Main Sports Hall 150-400 Club / county level 

(badminton)
Dry Changing 100 n/a
Offices / Meeting Rooms 
/ Soft Play

350 n/a

Toilets 100 n/a
Foyer 200 n/a
Circulation 100 n/a
Café 200 n/a
Kitchen 500 n/a
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1:
2:
3:

Natural ventilation stack
Heating Zones - First Floor
Heating Zones - Ground Floor
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Appendix 7: Mechanical Services Proposals6.7

Heating6.7.1
The year round heating load shall be provided by Low Temperature Hot Water 
(LTHW) from a boiler system combined with either biomass or CHP.  The 
boilers shall operate with dual return connections to allow full utilisation of the 
condensing potential.  This strategy for providing the building’s heat source 
shall ensure that the available budget for the building is used in the most 
effective way to reduce the building’s carbon footprint, while also realising 
savings in running costs.

A constant temperature circuit will serve air handling unit coils.

A lower temperature dedicated circuit will provide hot water to underfloor 
heating.

Finally, a compensated circuit will take LTHW to the remaining heat emitters 
in the building.  During Stage D we will investigate the possibility of value 
engineering this third circuit out.

The CT LTHW circuit will be variable speed with 2 port valves to reduce electrical 
consumption and the system will be configured to maximise condensation at 
the boilers

We are proposing to use underfloor heating in both the wet changing rooms 
as, experience has shown, this type of heating gives the best thermal comfort 
in these areas while quickly drying any standing pools of water.  We would 
also suggest this style of heating in the main foyer and the café for reasons of 
aesthetics and robustness.
Elsewhere, radiators would typically be the heat emitter of choice, although this 
will be reviewed at Stage D to try and reduce the number of LTHW circuits.
Entrance ways will be investigated to establish whether LTHW air curtains will 
be the most appropriate way to reduce draughts. 

Comfort Cooling6.7.2
There are only two areas of the sports centre where it is proposed to provide 
cooling; the dance studio and the fitness suite.  The anticipated heat load 
would be up to 200 W/m² in the fitness areas meaning that an active cooling 
system would be required for peak times to meet the client’s aspiration of air 
temperatures of 18°.

Analysing the climate data for the area, the most efficient way to provide 
cooling during the typical occupancy hours would be simply through ducted 
fresh air.  This will provide all required cooling during winter / evening hours 
where occupancy is not at its peak.  Should a high occupancy occur during 
this time, a chiller with free cooling option will be used to provide this cooling, 
without having to turn its compressors on.  The chiller would only need to 
operate at full electrical capacity on warmer days.

The capacity of the ventilation system will be controlled to suit the occupancy 
of the room; free cooling will be adopted whenever possible. 

It is anticipated that an air cooled chiller rated at 100kW would be required.
Indicative comfort cooling zoning strategy plans for the Ground and First floors 
are provided as an Appendix.

Ventilation6.7.3
Where possible, areas shall be naturally ventilated.  Where mechanical 
ventilation is required, there shall be heat recovery to minimise energy 
consumption.  The pool hall shall have its own dedicated specialist ventilation 
plant.  The following air handling units are anticipated:-

AHU ref Serves Duty 
(m³/s)

Unit Type

AHU-01 Pool Hall 10.0 Supply and extract, heat recovery 
via plate heat exchanger. Possible 
heat pump or desiccant unit to be 
considered at next stage

AHU-02 Wet Changing 
Rooms

2.6 Supply and extract, heat recovery via 
plate heat exchanger.

AHU-03 Dry Changing 
Rooms

1.0 Supply and extract, heat recovery via 
plate heat exchanger.

AHU-04 Fitness Suite 7.0 Mixing box for free cooling potential
AHU-05 Kitchen 3.0 Supply unit with  heater battery, 

separate bifurcated extract fan
AHU-06 General 

supply – make 
up air for 

toilets/stores

1.0 Heating coil

AHU-07 Dance studio/
youth area

3.0 Mixing box for free cooling potential
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Pool Hall Ventilation6.7.4
In the pool hall, both air and water temperatures and humidity levels are 
controlled to provide a comfortable environment and to minimise evaporation 
from the pool surface. This balance is best achieved with a pool air temperature 
1 or 2°C above the pool water temperature, and with a relative humidity of 50-
70%. Air temperatures should not exceed 30°C.

Supply and extract air shall generally be distributed in the perimeter of the 
pool hall to achieve good air distribution without blowing air directly at the 
water surface.

Two alternatives will be analysed at Stage D; first using an all fresh air system, 
secondly using a heat pump arrangement and recirculating a proportion of 
the air.  While the latter will likely bring a degree of energy savings, we are 
concerned that, given there is no ozone treatment of the air, recirculating the 
pool hall air may lead to a poorer pool hall environment.  Thus the full fresh air 
system is our preferred solution.

1:
2:

Cooling Zones - First Floor
Ventilation strategy
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To combat the energy intensiveness of this approach, we will adopt a rigorous 
control regime based upon occupancy, humidity levels and opening hours.  
This will vary the AHU(s) speed to ensure that only the optimum amount of 
air is supplied.  Heat recovery will also help to reduce the energy cost. The 
pool hall will be negatively pressurised to reduce egress of chlorine laden air 
to adjacent areas.

All ductwork and air handlers will be treated to ensure they can withstand 
the rigours of a pool hall environment.  Ductwork will be treated off-site with 
chlorinated rubber paint while plant will be stainless steel / vinyl lacquered / 
coated in epoxy resin as appropriate.

Invertor control of the pool AHU’s, combined with night-time use of pool covers, 
will have the largest impact upon the energy consumption of the pools.

1:
2:

First floor ventilation zones
Ground floor ventilation zones
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Appendix 8: Electrical Services Description6.8

LV Distribution6.8.1
The LV supply will be established from a Scottish Power substation installed 
as part of the site infrastructure works. The supply will be metered to provide 
consumption data together with waveform characteristics. Surge protection 
devices will be installed to protect sensitive equipment from ‘mains voltage 
spikes’

The incoming supply characteristics will be:

Voltage Frequency Earthing System
TP&N 400/230V +10%/-
6%

50Hz TN-C-S

It is anticipated that power factor correction will be included in the main panel.  
From the primary switch panel XLPE/SWA/LSF sub main cables will supply 
distribution boards serving equipment and lighting circuits throughout the 
building.

A CHP generator shall be provided and connected into the buildings main 
switchboard. The generator will be connected and synchronised with the local 
REC network in accordance with G59/1.

Emergency Power6.8.2
No emergency generator shall be provided to the building.

Small Power and Data6.8.3
General small power shall be provided by socket outlets, fused spur connections 
and isolators located to suit requirements.

Comms cabinets will be provided in a dedicated room to allow patch panel 
ports and active equipment to be installed. It is envisaged that all active 
equipment will be supplied by the client. 

A structured cabling system will distribute the data and telephone system to 
RJ45 outlets throughout the building, located to suit requirements.
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Emergency Lighting6.8.4
An emergency lighting system will be provided in accordance with BSEN1838 
and BS5266 to provide safe movement to a place of safety in the event of 
mains failure.

The system shall be a 3 hour maintained system with either a central battery 
or self contained luminaires. 

A self test system shall be provided to automatically test the emergency 
lighting system.

The emergency lighting will also provide safety lighting to the swimming pool 
as per BS EN 12193

Fire Detection and Alarm6.8.5
An L5 system closely based on an L2 analogue addressable system to BS5839 
will be provided with a main panel in reception.  A Redcare line shall provide 
communication to a site to be defined by the client.  

On detection of a fire an alarm shall sound and interfaces to mechanical plant, 
the lift and door hold devices shall operate as required.

Any disabled stair refuge will be provided with an independent disabled refuge 
intercom system.  This will allow refuge users to contact a central control point 
in the event of an incident to provide a degree of comfort that assistance is to 
hand. The integrity and usability of this system will follow the guidance given 
in the DDA

Pull chord alarms will be provided to disabled toilets providing an alert at the 
main reception or other suitable location.

Security6.8.6
An intruder detection system will be provided consisting of magnetic door 
contacts and PIR detection as required. 

The system shall be linked to a redcare monitoring station.

It is proposed that no access control system shall be provided to the building, 
unless otherwise requested by client.

Public Address6.8.7
A PA system will be provided, with the exact requirements to be developed 
with the client.

Similarly, areas to be provided with induction loops are to be developed with 
the client.
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TV and Audio visual systems6.8.11
Central reception and distribution systems will be made within the design 
to accommodate the installation of terrestrial TV and FM radio signals and 
for satellite distribution. The system provisions will consist of low loss cable 
distribution, containment and final outlets to form a complete system network
Audio Visual systems would generally be part of a client fit out, but infrastructure 
would be provided further to receipt of a system brief from the client.

Lifts6.8.8
The lift car capacity will be for a minimum of 13 persons. The size should 
be reviewed at the next stage of the project when Client requirements for 
transportation of any heavy goods are better understood (e.g. treadmills or 
other gym equipment).

The lift will be compliant with the Safety section of the Technical Standards but 
cannot be used as a means of escape in the event of fire.

The lift car finishes and internal specification will be advised by the architect 
at a later stage.

The lift is intended for passenger and light goods use only and will have the 
following dimensions;
Internal car dimensions:   1400 x 1600mm 
Internal shaft dimensions: 1850 x 2200mm
Door Opening width:   1000mm

Lightning Protection6.8.9
A lightning protection system shall be provided in line with BS6651. The 
system would safely discharge the passage of a lightning strike to earth.  This 
would take the form of either a network of PVC covered tapes forming a grid 
at roof level, connected to down-tapes, terminated in earth pits at ground level 
or utilisation of the building’s steel structure to act as down conduction with 
termination in earth pits.

Surge diverters to protect the LV system from dangerous over voltages will be 
installed on the main LV switch panel.

Earthing and Bonding6.8.10
The building will be earthed in accordance with BS 7671 and BS 7430. Each 
electrical circuit will have a circuit protective conductor connected to a safety 
earth. All exposed and extraneous metalwork will be bonded.
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Appendix 9: Section 6 - Energy Compliance Review6.9

Section 6 in Scotland establishes the method to show compliance with 
the Building (Scotland) Act for the Conservation of Fuel and Power. These 
requirements are due to be updated this year. The 2010 changes are 
highlighted below:

With effect of 1st October 2010, the new version of Section 6 will apply.• 
It is anticipated that this will apply to all projects that do not have Warrant • 
by this date, although this requires to be confirmed from Building control 
on a project by project basis.  The overall structure of the regulations do 
not change significantly, with the headline change being a further 30% 
increase in the carbon emissions reduction target compared with the 
2007 target.

Helensburgh Pool will not have building warrant by October this year and as a 
result will have to conform with the updated building regulations. At this point 
the National Calculation Methodology (NCM) guide for Section 6 2010 has 
not been released  so in order to assess Helensburgh Pool against the 2010 
requirements a number of assumptions have had to be made. 

The most significant of these assumptions is the carbon intensity factors 
for different fuel types. The 2010 NCM guide released for Part L (England/
Wales) details different carbon intensity factors from the previous version, the 
most significant of these being grid supplied electricity which has changed 
from 0.422kgCO2/kWh to 0.517kgCO2/kWh. There is no indication at this 
stage whether these changes will be reflected in the NCM guide for Section 
6 Scotland however as electricity is significantly more carbon intensive in the 
new NCM guide for Part L these updated fuel factors have been used in the 
Section 6 assessment for Helensburgh Pool.

The impact of these assumptions has meant that a minimum safety margin of 
10-15% is recommended at this stage to avoid any issues with non-compliance 
in the latter design stages when the NCM modelling guide will be available.

The carbon emissions calculation methodology was performed using IES 
Virtual Environment V6.0.6, which is an SBSA approved compliance tool, and 
is consistent to the requirements of the National Calculation Methodology 
(NCM).

Section 6 (2010) Compliance Results6.9.1
The use of either CHP or biomass is required in order to achieve a compliant 
solution with Section 6 2010. Without the implementation of either of these low 
carbon technologies compliance is not achieved. The improvement margins 
for both technologies are shown below:

Biomass boiler with seasonal efficiency of 86% - 10% improvement over • 
2010 TER
CHP engine with thermal efficiency of 50% and power efficiency of 32% - • 
15% improvement over TER 

Compliance with Section 6 is only fully achieved if a carbon emissions 
calculation - based on the as constructed design information (RIBA Stage K) 
- demonstrates that the Target Emissions Rate for the building is met.  Failure 
to meet the TER at stage K will result in a completion certificate being withheld 
until suitable remedial measures are undertaken
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Roles and Responsibilities6.9.2

The following designers must ensure that their design and specifications 
meet the standards set out in this report and to ensure that their designs 
do not compromise the overall compliance with Section 6 of the Technical 
Standards:

Building fabric design and specification – • architect
Mechanical services design and specification – • mechanical services 
designer
Lighting and power design and specification – • electrical services 
designer
Identify project costs – • quantity surveyor

Compliance with Section 6 of the Technical Standards is only achieved on 
completion of the building. It is therefore necessary to address the following 
items during final design, construction, and commissioning of the building:

Achieve the minimum mechanical and electrical systems standards • 
set out in Standard 6.3, Standard 6.5 and Standard 6.6. It will be the 
responsibility of the mechanical and electrical services designers 
to specify that equipment meets these minimum standards and the 
mechanical and electrical services contractor to ensure that the 
equipment supplied and installed meets these standards
Achieve the set building fabric insulation standards and ensure continuity • 
of insulation in the constructed building. It will ultimately be the 
responsibility of the contractor to achieve this
Commission the building services in accordance with the design intent. • 
The mechanical and electrical services contractor will be responsible for 
achieving this
Limit building air permeability by maintaining construction quality and • 
reducing unwanted air leakage. This will be the responsibility of the 
contractor to achieve and will be influenced by the architectural detailing
Completion of the building log book that describes in simple terms how • 
the user can operate the building in an energy efficient manner. This 
includes the predicted building energy consumption and how the user can 
measure the building energy consumption. This will be the responsibility 
of the contractor to achieve with significant input from the design team

It should be recognised that the energy consumption or carbon emissions 
figures produced from the Section 6 compliance software should NOT be 
considered as representative of the actual energy consumption or carbon 
emissions from the building when constructed and in operation.

The following project risks associated with Section 6 compliance have been 
identified:

Failure to install low and zero carbon technologies• 
Failure to retain the key energy saving features highlighted in this • 
document
Failure to meet the target air leakage rate of 5m³/hr/m²@50Pa• 
Poor commissioning of building services• 
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Summary of New Building Regulation 2010 Requirements6.9.3

The Building (Scotland) Act 2003 gives Scottish ministers the power to make 
building regulations to secure the health, safety and wellbeing of occupants 
of buildings, to further the conservation of fuel and power, and further the 
achievement of sustainable development. 

The current Technical Standards required to show compliance with the 
legislation were implemented under the Building Regulations (Scotland) 2004 
and came into force on the 1st May 2005. The most recent edition of the 
Technical Standards was published in January 2007 and came into force 
for all building warrant submissions made after the 1st May 2007. These 
Technical Standards are due to be updated in October 2010 with all buildings 
that do not have building warrant by this time needing to comply with these 
regulations. The information highlighted below details the main changes to 
these regulations:

A 30% reduction in the Target Emission Rating (TER) over 2007 • 
regulations.
Minimum standard U-values ha been reduced by around 10% as shown • 
in the image to the left
Minimum standard heating efficiencies have increased as shown below• 
Gas boilers seasonal efficiency up from 84% to 86%• 
Heat pumps COP up from 2.0 to 2.2 • 
Biomass now has a minimum seasonal efficiency of 75%• 
Minimum standards for lighting have been reintroduced and require an • 
average efficiency of 55 luminaire lumens per circuit watt to be achieved
Improved minimum specific fan powers (SFPs) with central systems from • 
2.5W/l/s to 1.8W/l/s and other systems from 1.8W/l/s to 1.6W/l/s. Fan coil 
unit SFPs improved from 0.8 to 0.6W/l/s
Building pressure test requirements are still not mandatory provided • 
that either an air leakage rate of 15m³/hr/m² @ 50Pa is assumed, or an 
air leakage rate of 10m³/hr/m² @50Pa is assumed and the Accredited 
Construction details are followed. However it is recognised that to 
achieve a 2010 compliant building air tightness targets beyond 10m³/hr/
m² @ 50Pa will be need so testing will invariably be required

There are also some changes to the allowances for lighting controls:
Daylighting 0.9• 
Presence detection 0.9• 
Combination of daylighting and presence 0.85• 
New minimum efficiencies for chillers with water cooled chillers of 3.65 • 
(4.65 if > 750kW) and VRF COP of 2.5

Energy Performance Certificates must still be made available to prospective 
owners and tenants when the building is constructed. This will display the 
carbon emissions rating (i.e. the BER) calculated using an approved calculation 
software

1:: Minimum standard u-values 2010 Regulations
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Summary of Key Low Energy Design Features6.9.4

The following energy efficiency measures have been identified as fundamental 
in achieving Section 6 2010 compliance for the building:

U-values for all thermal elements that are least 50% better than the • 
current minimum standards given in the regulations. 
Improved specific fan powers of 1.5W/l/s to AHUs serving all areas that • 
are comfort cooled or mechanically ventilated. 
AHU’s should be factory tested to achieve CEN leakage class L1• 
Power factor correction >0.95 • 
Daylight dimming controls to all perimeter spaces with glazing • 
Improved lighting power densities to achieve ≤2.5W/m²/100lux in all • 
spaces (excluding toilets,  stores and corridors)
Automatic occupancy controls (PIR) to all appropriate spaces such as • 
toilets, changing, stores, offices, café space, swimming pool
Improvement of building air tightness to 5m³/hr/m² @ 50Pa • 
Solar control glazing with a g-value <0.41, with a light transmittance of • 
0.65 to all facades. 

The use of renewable technologies are key to achieving compliance 
with Section 2010. The technologies analysed are detailed below:

Solar thermal water heating to cover 7% of the domestic hot water load • 
Biomass boiler covering around 45% of the total thermal load• 
CHP engine with a thermal efficiency of 50% and a power efficiency of • 
32%

The graph on the right illustrates the carbon emission breakdown for sensitivity 
study carried out to show the effect of different improvement measures of the 
building carbon emissions. 

1:: Carbon Emission Sensitivity
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Compliance Summary
The table below indicates the final carbon emissions calculated from the input 
tables below

CO2 Emissions Rating Units Notional 
Building

Building
Warrant 

Assessment
2010 TER kgCO2/m²  103
BER – Biomass + Solar thermal kgCO2/m² 92.8
BER – CHP + Solar thermal kgCO2/m² 87.9
Result PASS
Margin 10-15%

Building Fabric Standards

Building Fabric Units Notional Building Building Warrant 
Assessment

U-values
External Wall 
Roof
Ground Floor
Glazing

W/m²K
W/m²K
W/m²K
W/m²K

0.3

0.25
2.2

0.15
0.12
0.17
1.6

Glazing properties
North

East

South

West

Low e double 
glazing (solar 
transmission 0.64, 
light transmission 
0.79)
Low e double 
glazing (solar 
transmission 0.56, 
light transmission 
0.79)
Low e double 
glazing (solar 
transmission 0.64, 
light transmission 
0.79)
Low e double 
glazing (solar 
transmission 0.56, 
light transmission 
0.79)

Solar Controlled 
Glazing g-value 
of 0.41 and light 
transmittance of 
0.65
Solar Controlled 
Glazing g-value 
of 0.41 and light 
transmittance of 
0.65
Solar Controlled 
Glazing g-value 
of 0.41 and light 
transmittance of 
0.65
Solar Controlled 
Glazing g-value 
of 0.41 and light 
transmittance of 
0.65

Air permeability m³/hr/m² 10 5

Heating Cooling & Domestic Hot Water Standards

HVAC Units Notional 
Building

Building Warrant 
Assessment

Heating system
General Heating
Fuel
Generator

Emitter

Seasonal Efficiency

%

Gas
Boiler

Radiators

84

Biomass/Gas
Biomass/CHP and 
supplementary Gas Boilers
Radiators/Underfloor 
heating
Biomass – 86%
CHP – Thermal – 50%  
Power – 32%
Gas Boiler 92%

DHW
Fuel
Generator

Cylinder Volume
Cylinder Loss
Circulation losses
Pump power
Loop length
Generator Seasonal 
efficiency

l
kWh/l/day
W/m
kW
m
%

Gas
As heating 
system

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
50

Gas
Standalone DHW system 
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
70

Solar Thermal 
Water Heating
Aperture Area  m²  NA  200
Comfort Cooling
Fuel
Generator
Emitter
Seasonal Efficiency 
Cooling

%

Electricity
Air cooled 
chiller
Fan coil 
unit
225

Electricity
Air cooled chiller
Fan coil units
360
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Power Factor Correction

Electrical Units Notional Building Building Warrant 
Assessment

Power Factor 
Correction

<0.90 <0.95

Specific Fan Powers

HVAC Units Notional Building Building Warrant 
Assessment

Supply and extract 
mechanical
ventilation and 
(heat recovery)
Ductwork leakage 
classification
AHU leakage 
classification
Heat recovery 
efficiency
General Extract 
Only
Ductwork leakage 
classification
AHU leakage 
classification
Heat recovery 
efficiency

W/l/s

%

W/l/s

%

2.5

NA

NA

0

1.2

NA

1.5

NA

L1

65

1.2

NA

NA

NA

Lighting Power Densities

Electrical Units Notional
Building

Building Warrant 
Assessment

Lighting
Offices W/m²/100lux 3.75 2.5
Swimming Pool W/m²/100lux 5.2 2.5
Gym W/m²/100lux 5.2 5.0
Dance Studio W/m²/100lux 5.2 5.0
Cafe W/m²/100lux 5.2 2.5
Corridors W/m²/100lux 3.75 5.0
Staff Room W/m²/100lux 5.2 2.5
Changing W/m²/100lux 5.2 5.0
Toilets W/m²/100lux 5.2 5.0
Stores W/m²/100lux 3.75 5.0
Kitchen W/m²/100lux 5.2 3.0
Youth W/m²/100lux 3.75 3.75
Plant W/m²/100lux 5.2 5.0

Lighting Controls

Electrical Units Notional 
Building

Building Warrant Assessment

Offices Manual PIR (Daylight control to perimeter)
Swimming Pool Manual PIR (Daylight control to perimeter)
Gym Manual PIR
Dance Studio Manual PIR (Daylight control to perimeter)
Cafe Manual PIR (Daylight control to perimeter)
Corridors Manual PIR
Staff Room Manual PIR (Daylight control to perimeter)
Changing Manual PIR
Toilets Manual PIR
Stores Manual PIR
Kitchen Manual PIR
Youth Manual PIR (Daylight control to perimeter)
Plant Manual Manual
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 Carbon Neutral

A   (0 to 15)

B   (16 to 30)

C   (31 to 45)

D   (46 to 60)

E   (61 to 80)

F   (81 to 100)

G   (100+)
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Appendixes

EPC’s
Article 7 of the Energy Performance in Buildings Directive requires member 
states to introduce legislation that requires heated buildings to have on 
construction, sale or rent, a certificate that indicates the relative performance 
of that building in terms of energy and emissions of carbon dioxide. 

Building over 1000m² occupied by public authority and by institutions providing 
public services must have this energy certificate in a prominent place which 
is clearly visible to the public. This certificate is required to be updated every 
10 years. 

The EPC rating for the building is tied into BREEAM where the number of 
credits achieved is determined by comparing the building’s CO2 index (EPC 
Rating).

Typically swimming pools that comply with the current 2007 Technical 
Standards would achieve an EPC rating between E and F due to the high 
energy associated with these types of buildings. Under the new regulations 
a compliant building would potentially achieve an EPC rating between D and 
E.

The graph to the left illustrates the EPC rating bands and the where the 
biomass and CHP options fit in. As can be seen both of these options will 
achieve a potential EPC rating of E.

Reasons why the Energy Performance Rating (EPC) can be different from 
actual building energy consumption are highlighted below:

EPC’s are based on the theoretical asset rating (BER) which is calculated 
using approved modelling software that incorporates National Calculation 
Methodology (NCM). The NCM uses standard assumptions for occupancy 
patterns, lighting and equipment profiles for different building types to ascertain 
the BER which may differ from how the building is intended to operate and 
how it is used by the occupants.

The EPC calculation does not include all the energy consumption within the 
building. All small power is excluded as well as server rooms, humidification/
dehumidification, catering, lifts, etc which will result in differences between the 
EPC and the building energy consumption. 

1:
2:

EPC rating bands
Performance options compared to EPC bands
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Appendix 10: Equalities Impact Assessment6.10

An Equalities impact Assessment has yet to be completed for this stage of 
the project.
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Appendix 11: Review of Waste Disposal Ground Investigation6.11
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